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Maine•s Lesbian and Gay Newspaper

Parents and
Friends of
Lesbians And
_Gays, or
~FLAG, -stands·
with one foot
firmly planted
in the lesbian
and gay community, and the
.o~~er fir~ly
pl.~~t~d in the
straight com.munity. A
di_
plo·
mat, PFLAG
rnay prove to
be the real
peacemaker in
the 90s.

A

decacle of radica l republican
conservatism a nd religi ous
paranoia has left malnourished the essential freedoms upon
which this country was built, lega lized violence and intolerance in the
name of government , and made
fashionable hate in the name of
Goel.
Fo r Lesbians a nd gays ,
working within the straight system,
long the accep ted me th o d for
bringing about change, has recently
exploded in a variety of legislative
moves that would make illegal all
gay/ lesbian bills, ordinances, laws,
etc., without a state-wide referendum . Other proposals are even
less diplomatic - making any lesbian o r gay civil rights illegal period .
Heading towa rd the turn of the
century America's gay and lesbian
taxpaying citi ze ns can 't help but

wonder if- and when - civil d_isobeclience will turn into civil wa r.
Parents and Friends of Lesbians
And Gays , o r PFLAG , stands with
one foot firmly planted in the lesbian and gay community, and the
other firmly planted in the straight
community. A political diplomat,
PFLAG may p rove to be the rea l
peacemaker in the 90s.
Our Paper spoke with Rita
Kissen, U.S.M. Professor and PFIAG
organizer. Rita gave us some backg round information on how she ·
became involved with the group:
The motivating force for me
was hav in g a lesbian d a ug hte r.
My daughter came out to me ... well,
she came o ut to herself - when
she was 18. She was going off to
co lleg e .
We were livin g in
Nebraska in a small town of around
5000 people . We had bee n to
wome n 's co nce rts toge th e r a nd
ha d both be e n ac tiv e in the

Na ti o n a l
Wome n 's
Studi es
Assoc ia ti o n. Sh e 's a n act ivist.
The night before she was to leave
we were s itting o ut o n o ur
Midwestern back po rch - sitting
and talking - a nd I fe lt that we
should have some kind of conversation about birth control, or dating .. .. and as we talked it came out
that she had fallen in love with this
wonderful woman. I was sort of
amused in a way because we had
don e so ma ny things toge ther.
This was one area in her life that
was totally her own. It was part of
her coming of age.
I ca n't even remembe r how I
heard about PHAG , but somehow
I heard. There was no one in my
tow n th a t was a mem be r, so I
jo ined the Na tional o rganization .
Around that time I started working
with gay and lesbian students. I
did spea kin g e n gage m e nts for

continued on page 4

Editorial
vvhy bothe?
<Bweeep> "This is the third time I've
cried to call you and no one has gotten
Jack to me. I hope you can clear up this
ineptitude." I sit in the Our Paper office,
taking notes from the angry answering
machine. People want information about
their accounts , subscriptions, whatever. ·
Half of those who call do not remember
to leave us a phone r.rnmber or address.
And then ·call back even angrier.
Listening to their abuse is just one of the
perks that go with the job. ·
Delinquent advertising accounts are
mother.
A variety of tax forms that need to be
filled out are another.
So is bulk mail preparation. And distribution.
Deadlines are another.
A volunteer staff that comes and goes
at 'random is also ...
.. .And did i mention tryi~g to coordinate
all the 'Yriting, ·graphics, typesetting, classified~, · and a hundred other details every
month?
Why do I do it? For the fun of listening to complaints from those who can't
find a free copy at their usual location?
No . . For the joy of ~entally sifting
through the ' gene~al c~iticism, deciding
wha.t' to ·take pe'r so~·ally and what to
ig~ore? ' No. · · My goal ·and 'our goal is
to keep publishing Maine's qnly statewide
les~ian ' and gay newspaper. That's a

. I

Our Paper

pretty tall order--one that easily consumes 20, 30, or more hours of my time
every month.
I do it despite volunteer
apathy, despite the fact that only one in
ten readers supports Our Paper's $12
annual subscription rate, and despite
'local attempts to fuel intra-community
hate between Our Paper and Apex. The
person who signed a letter with the parting thought, "look out, Our Paper, you're
not the only game in town ... " reminds me
of the kind of person who will ignore an
elderly motorist in need but gladly cheer
on a bar brawl. Plenty of energy. All of
it misdirected.
Our Paper did not have a September
issue.
I apologiz~ personally to Our
Advertisers,
subscribers,
and
readers .. .many of you have already heard
from one of us by phone already. We
rely upon each volunteer in our small staff
to do an awful· lot. It's not a job for the
faint of heart. Your boyfriends and girlfriends will complain about the amount of
time you spend working on the damn
paper. You'll become frustrated trying to
produce a quality product on a shoestring
budget. Your terrific article will contain a
glaring "tpyo" or other screw-up. Every
nitwit you run into will .consider him or
herself an expert on · ;V~at: you should do

I

with the paper-of course , they won 't
have any time to help, personally.
More often than not I think people are
happy to have the paper around. I smile
when I hear that people are Mad because
it didn't come out earlier. It kind of takes
for granted that the paper will always be
around. I would like to think it would be.
But don't forget that GCN just shut its
doors .. .with a hopeful promise that maybe
they can start up again next year. Ant
they certainly have a bigger staff than we
do.
So, when the worst happens , try to
remember that we put in a Hell of a Im of
hours every month trying to get this baby
to the printer. You think you're angry?
It's enough to make you think seriously about packing. it all in and just walking
away ...
But every now and then a letter will
drift down from up North , fmm some
individual who just wants to thank us for
being there. That individual may not feel
secure enough to subscribe in such a
small town, preferring instead to drive 40
miles to pick up a free copy. But it's
amazing how often they send a check. I
grew up in one of those towns, but we
didn't have an Our Paper.
.. I guess that's why I do it.
H. Valero

.'

Dear Gloria,
.
I have a vexing problem that you may be able to help me
with. My mother recently came from an Eastern European
country and speaks no English. She's tried schools and
tutors, but fiQds them difficult and boring. What can be
done to help her?
- Stumped in Falmouth
. Dear Stumped,.
. . My.own i:nother had the same problem many years ago
. when she .emigrated to America from Brazil. She taught
herself English by listening to Nat King Cole records.
Bring your mother in to Katahdin and I'll be glad to play
his Greatest Hits. She'll be a smooth talker in no time!
Dear Gloria,
My mother-in-law is driving me crazy! Ever since we took
her out to dinner at Katahdin she's been very critical of
my cooking. She used to rave about my buttermilk biscuits
but now she says they taste like sawdust. Last weekend I
cooked her favorite meal - pot roast She took one bite
and said, "It's not as juicy as Katahdin's." I could have
strangled her. And to make matters worse, I think my
husband secretly agrees with her!
- Peeved in Portland
Dear Peeved,
Don't even try to win this battle. Declare a truce. The next
time your mother-in-law comes over for dinner, meet her
at the door and say,. ''We 're on our way to Katahdin, care to
join us?"
·
Dear Gloria,
My neighbor loves Katahdin and eats there frequently.
Several times a week he comes home with a doggie bag
and tosses the contents onto his lawn for the enjoyment of
his dog. It bothers me to see such delicious food being
thrown away like that. Also, the dog is getting obese,
which can't be good for its health. What should I do?
- Fed Up With Fido
Dear Fed Up,
Short of fighting with a dog over table scraps in public, I
can offer no easy solution. Get over it

774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM
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P.O. Box 737
Portland, ME 04104
(207) 761-0733
Purpose
Our Paper is published monthly by a
dedicated group of unpaid volunteers .
Our purpose is to offer a voice for lesbians and gay men throughout Maine.
Our Paper is dedicated to increasing
awareness of gay and lesbian issues.
offering support and affirmation as a
community· resource, and celebrating
the diversity within our communities.

Editorial Policy
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding of our life-styles and each other.
Views and opinions appearing are those
of the authors only. We will not
endorse any candidacies for public
office; however, we will educate our
readership to all political opinions.
Editorials appearing in Our Paper represent the opinions of the Editorial Board
as a whole unless otherwise noted.

Submissions Policy
We request that all material submitted
for publication be signed and include
an address and/or phone number for
verification. We reserve the right to edit
material as necessary, unless oth~rwise
instructed. Within the pages of Our
Paper articles may appear anonymously
upon request. Strict confidentiality will
be observed. We welcome and encour•age our readers to support Our Paperthrough subscriptions, materials for publication, comments, criticisms, and positive feedback. Remember, Our Paper is
Your Paper.

Subscriptions
Subscriptions as of January 1, 1993 are
$15 annually, $25 for two years, and
$35 for three years. Send your mailing
address and check payable to Our
Paper to the address above .

<;opyright Information
No part of Our Paper may be repro, duced or duplicated without direct editori a I consent in writing from Our
paper.

The Volunteers
Editorial Board

classified

personal

it all.up

Karen Emerson
Paul Lavin
Sue Lugli
Lee Norton
Holly Valero

Managing Editor
Holly Valero

Financial Coordinator
Karen Emerson

News Editor
Paul Lavin

ADVERTISING

it's good business!

Distribution Coordinator
Lee Norton

Calendar/Classifieds Coordinator
Sue Lugli
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RECENT STUDIES REVEAL MANY
SURVIVING FOR 12 OR 13
YEARS
•Weddings
• Rehersal dinners

letters, etc.

•Gallery openings
• Pre-concert buffets
•Open House

T Debasing lnsti.nct?

•Just desserts

ru

(from Kristina's in Bath)

cently I experienced a disturbing
ntera ction while attending the
qua! Protection Tras h Disco
fundraiser at the Wherehouse in Portland.
A friend of mine approached me looking
panicked and fearful , saying 'that a manwas wearing a tee shirt th at said,
"NOBODY KNOWS I'.M A PSYCHO LESBIAN KILLER". She stated that she was
confused, concerned for her safety, and
felt violated.
I read the tee shirt and became angry,
as I found it difficult to ignore this egregious display of lesbian bashing. For the
next hour I conferred with various
woman at this event and the consensus
was that these words were offensive to
wdmen.
· When asked why he would wear such
a statement to an Equal Protection event,
his response was, "Bas ic Instinct". I
understood his reference and found
myself confused, . as this movi.e was boycotted by the leshan and gay community
as misogynistic and homophobic in content. This did not seem a justification of
merit to me. I told him that a nutnber of
omen at the event fount the tee shirt
offensive. He replied, "that's your problem." His dancing partner requested that
we leave them alone.
In my opinion these words (PSYCHO
LESBIAN KILLER) were a clear example
of hate speech being disguised as some
sort of a joke. I found the shirt to be lesbiaphobic and intimidating. First, I found
it necessary to write about the incident
beca use I went to this event assuming
that one would not be harassed due to
their sexual orientation. Secondly, I was
distressed about this man's co mment
"that 's your problem. " . These are the
' same words I· had heard twice earlier in
the week when discussing the Equal
Protection Ordinance with heterosexuals.
In an attempt to open a dialogue, I
invite members of the lesbian and gay
community to respond to either this or
similar issues of wide perceptual differences within the community. If the community is to co me together, both will
need to understand how oppression
effects us all.
Karen A. Repasky

• Hearty sandwich platters .
for the office
•Candlelight dinners for two
•Picnicssoups, stews, & sandwiches

We pride ourselves on

_
courteous, patierit, prompt
service. Yet, it is food that is
our focus.
We consider no party too
small or too simple.
Wether it's 2 or 200, we'll
deliver it to you.
We can provide you with a
simple set-up for your
parties for $15, or full service
with wait-staff & batenders
to present food, serve it, and
clean up for $15 per hour,
f?_~r person.
We can also take care of your
party needs: silverware, china,
tables, {lowers, balloons; even
tents! We charge no mark-up
ram rental companies.
elivery is free with every orde
over$ 15. Beyond greater
Portland: $.25 per mile.

Barbara's Kitchen
For menu information call:
(207) 781-9820 or (207) 799-4734
or write to:
Barbara Winthrop
2 Cottage Lane
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

1,
going to happen ...

T Angry but Proud
Catholic
he recent Vatican doctrinal document on "Some Co nside rati ons
Concern ing the Catholic Response
to Legislative Proposals on the No nDiscrim1nation of Homosexuc.l Persons"
prompts me,
as a Rom an . Catholi
c, to
.
.

T

something wonderful

In perhaps the best news coming
out of this year 's International
Conference on AIDS, at least two large
studies have determined that as many
as 40 percent of HIV-infected _people
survive as lon g as. 12 to 13 years
before developing full-blown AIDS.
Reports at this year's AIDS conference also provided the first concrete
evidence to suggest why some HIVinfected people develop AIDS quickly
and die and why other survive for
yea rs without symptoms . And
researchers on Wednesday revealed
that a new but simple test may provide
a more precise indication about which
HIV-infected people are aoout to
move from a relatively healthy state
into a precipitous decline into ful_lblown AIDS .. David° D. Ho of the
Aaron Diamond AIDS Researc_h ~e.nter
in New York described k~y differences
now apparent between HIV-infected
people who are heal_th.y and those
who are experi,encing a serio.us
decline in health. Thos~ who are deteriorating have a much ·higher concentration of virus in 'their bodies. ·
l)sing ~ new test tjeveloped b'y
Du'tch res~archers, . Ho's . gro1,1p ~as
. also able to determine that the viru's i'n
deteriorating patients ha~ aiso changed
in a significant way to become more
"aggressive" than it was when the
patients were feeling healthy . The
healthy HIV-infected patients have a
virus termed a Non-Syncytium
· · Inducing (NS[) virus; the deteriorating
paHerits have a Syncytium Inducing
(SI) virus.
'
The SI form of the virus was associated with greater ability to replicate,
and greater abi Iity to destroy CD4
cells which protect the body. While all
HIV-infected patients appear to harbor
the NOS form of the virus throughout
their infection, only :those experiencing a rapid declrne in health harbor
the SI form. Tha~ forhi ·of the virus, said
Ho, emerges just prior to an "i mminent crash" in the immune·system.
The Dutch research team also
determined that the commonly used
anti-viral AZT "did not interfere" with
the virus's abil ity to mutate from the
NSI form to the more deadly SI form
and that it did not have any ability to
slow the progression to Ai'.DS for people who had developed the SI form of
the vi rus.
Thus, they noted, the benefits of
AZT therapy demonstrated thus fa r
may app ly only to patients who are
· harboring the NSI form of the HIV.
Patients who are already carrying the
SI form of the virus may need to use a
form of therapy other than AZT alone.
Alvaro Munoz of Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore reported
Tuesday that a study of 1,626 people
with HIV-infection showed that 31
percent to 40 percent remain AIDSfree for 12 years. That report was con-

Coming to Our Paper • January 1, 1993
continued next page

continued on page 14
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firmed by another from Susan
Buchbinder at the San Francisco
Health Department. Buchbinder said a
study of 6,704 Gay men who had
donated blood in 1978 for a Hepatitisrelated study, revealed that 30 percent
to 40 percent of a subgroup of 562 for
whom a date of infection could be
reasonably approximated have not
developed a full-blown AIDS diagnosis in 13 years.

SCIENTISTS REPORT CASES OF
'HIC RETROVRUS'
Almost nobody knew about it before
last month, and it has virtually do discernible characteristics; but, by yesterday, the most. talked about something
in the world had a name-HI( retrovirus.
The human intracisternal (HIC)
retrovirus is what one team of doctors
in southern California say is causing
AIDS-like disease in people who consistently test negative for HIV antibody
and show no sign of HIV in their
blood. Although some researchers this
week tried . to stress 'that it is too soon
to sound i p'u blic health alarm about
the phenomenon,: its· potential consequences seemed to simply drown out
their calls for·calm:

· Could there be another A/05like epidemic starting up?
· Could some people have a
mutated form of the AIDS-causing
virus that cannot be detected through
available tests?
- Part of the reason U.S. ·health offi·cials had trouble promoting a sense of
calm during , two press conferences
about the · phenomenon at the
International Conference on AIDS is
that - even through they h.ave
observed these cases for as much as
three ye.ar·S already - they don't
know the answer to those questions.
· And though they wbuld .like -to find
·· the answer ·to ·those questions, · they
.aid not feel'. the urgency to do so
, befor,e the media be'gan to demand
answers' this week.. They also
acknowledged that they are not accus. ,tomed to nor comfortable with setting
their research priorities based on
media demands for information.
· The media inquiries were triggered
this week by ·a· one 0 page article buried
deep ins,ide the July 2.7 issue of
Newsweek magazine.. The article
reported that several AIDS researchers
had identified a handful of patients
who seemed to have all the characteristics of HIV-disease except one: They
had absolutely no trace of the HIV
virus or antibodies in their blood.
The numbers of HIV antibody negative cases of AIDS-like illnesses
totaled between 38 and 44.
While some possible explanations
for the phenomenon might be quite
disturbing, some researchers noted
that they might also be quite innocuous. Whatever agent causes the syndrome may have been in existence for
years but is being seen only now

Pfabulous PFLAG ...
continued from page 1
GLASS (Gay and Lesbian Association for
Student Support) .
That was very interesting . I had been teaching for twenty
years and was totally comfortable speaking
in front of people, but I was so terrified
the first time I ever did a speaking engagement with them. It was a Social Studies
100 class. There were 100 students. It
was a required, or core course, so it was a
very heterogeneous group of students ,
mostly freshman and sophomores, and my
knees were shaking as I walked in there.
It just shows you how deep homophobia
goes - without even realizing it. And
when they introduced us, the professor who was very supportive - said to the
group, "we .have some visitors from GLASS
today who are going to talk to you ." My
first response, which. I didn't say, was ,
'Tm not from GLASS. I'm just a parent."
Again, talk about internalized homophobia.
It shocked me and depressed me to realize
that that was my gut reaction. As things
went on I was fine. I started to feel really
comfortable saying that I have a lesbian
daughter. Now I say it to everybody whether they want to hear it or not. So I
think I've worked through that.
When I came to Portland I had heard
that there was a group of parents meeting
that was not affiliated with PFLAG. I went
to one of the meetings and they · were
wonderful. I raised the question ·of
whether they wanted ·to form a chapter,
they thought about it ,and decided that
they did. That's how we became the
Portland chapter.
The dynamics of PFLA_Gs across the
country vary from. indfvi[iual support, to
active politics, to both . A c9mmon thread
is anger:
1
There''s lot .of ariger. yOU 'have to
realize that when it's your kid - most parents when their kid is attacked in any way
- even if you have no politics, there's
anger. Most of the people at PFLAG have
come through a . process: Esr,ec_ially people who had a problem with it. They are
the most committed many times because
they know what that process is like. It's
sad because, in some cases, people's kids
are not out. I know some p·arents who
would like to be more out, but they can't
because their sons or daughters· aren't.
There are also a lot of parents going
through their own coming out process.
Some PFLAG chapters tend to be very

a

political - because most of the people in
them have done what they need to do ,
and are very okay with it, and do a lot of
public speaking and lobbying. Others are
much more focussed on support for peopie in crisis.
Rita Kissen offered testimony at the
City Council Meeting
that passed Chapter
13-A , Portland 's
anti-discrimination
ffi
ordinance protecting
citizen rights regardless of sexual orienta-

If I'

uon:
My response to
the passing of the
ordinance
was
incredible euphoria.
It was just so won-

an
Orthodox Jew I
h' k
h ll
t ln eating S e fish is a sin, but I
don't have the
right tO go around
and deny housing
to lobstermen.

derful to be in that
hie:
room and see all
Women are invisible comthose gay and !espared to men, lesbians are the
bian people feeling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . most invisible of all . You have
so empowered. It
to remember that homosexualwas like, this is what the world could be
ity was a clinical term invented one hundred years ago hy doctors who saw it as
like. I knew there would be. a referendum.
I wasn't surprised. I've been working with
pathology. And a whole concept of a
homosexual identity has not existed in
Equal Protection Portland since the ordinance hearing. It's a terrific group of peoevery culture. That's why it's so interesting
pie. In a way it's very empowering fightto read history.
ing this referendum. I am very optimistic
Women have become more empowabout the referendu!ll being.defeated. But
ered, and lesbians and gay men have
I feel that no matter what: hap!)ens , gay
become more visible and more empowand lesbian people· in Portland will never
ered. I see a lot of this hatred as a backbe as invisible again. I feel that something
lash, a symptom in a way that we have
has been started. Going to those meetings
made progress. The H. Ross Perot situation (referring to Perot's statement that he
every week is very empowering.
Regarding fundamentalist efforts to
would not hire a homosexual) was interestview gay/lesbian civil rights issues as a holy
. ing .because imm~diat~ly after h.e: said that
d th e fio.._o...,,ng.
i, ,. ;;; . ,,, . , . · :. . , , ~ there was a lot' of media• attention on
war, R1'ta o'ffi
11 ere
Well you know, when 'they start quot~
demonstrations ·an over the country and
ing the bible I get really angry , because I
fairly good coverage qf those demonstrawent to Hebrew school. I read the Bible,
tions. And he then met with representatoo. In the original. If there going to take
tives of ACT UP, which is not going to
the Bible literally, take the whole Bible litchange H. Ross Perot, hut they can't ignore
erally. Don't eat shellfish, stone adulterers,
people anymore.
have slaves, have concubines .. . Personally
How involved will PFLAG become in the
I think the Bible is .a gre~t book which is
Equal Protection Portland campaign?
filtered down through lots of men. Any.
It 's easy to get burnt ou.t but, everybiblical scholar knows that there were difbody's getting involved one way or anothferent texts that were set down by different
er. Some more than others. Their all very
authors. I'm very scared and suspicious
supportive of their kids. Every lesbian or
of anybody who thinks they have the
gay person is somebody's kid, or brother or
absolute truth - whether it's religious truth
sistet, Q~ _friend or whatever. . The group
will be doing' -Something ... raising money,
stuffing envelopes. When the referendum
continued on page 14

Paul Lavin
,Ho&.Y CoW! 1'' .

Attorney at Law

.,
~

P.O. Box 443
Portland, ME 04112
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·continued next page

or any other kind of truth. I think that's a
very dangerous way to live.
I don't really care why people are gay
or lesbian. I think in a way that question is
a red herring. Whether people choose it or
not is nobody's business. We have separation of church and state. If somebody
thinks that homosexuality is a
sin - great - let them not be
a homosexua't. If I'm a Quaker
I think war is sin, killing is a
sin. If I'm an Orthodox Jew I
think eating shellfish is a sin ,
but I don't have the right to go
around and deny housing to
lobstermen.
What about media coverage? Gays have historically
been viewed as drag queens,
while lesbians seem to he invisi-

,..
R

".

~

DON'T MISS

TIDSONE!
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EQUAL PROTECTION PORTLAND
fundraising events
to vvatcH out for

•

INednesda~
0 ctober
ConcertlD
· i,
.
ance
' ·
T-B1rds i_s the place an .
~"o~~m•nme'!t includ! ~:: L~.m. is the time.
T.
an, with Sp ·
•me Rockets d
•ckets at the do ec,a.1Appearance b Pl an Jenny
or are Just Ss.oo,
Y uck Theatre.
.

_

7 1992 ,

~,

i.;.o

THOSE MONDAY MEETINGS
Hundreds of you have been to
them. Te ns of you have not returned.
Every Monday ni ght a ded icated
corps of homemakers, students, executives, queens, street urchins, land lords,
professors, and egomani acs have bee n
meeting to for the t:dmpaign thang.
The meeti ngs have ranged fro m -bedlam to boredom to brilliance, and
some peop le have left in frustrati o n
because they didn' t give it a chance.
Tru st us! The recent meetings are
great ! Come back ! We need you !
W e now have a welcoming table,
name tags, and a printed agenda.
Recent meetings have averaged fifty
peopl e. A ll meetings break at 8:00 for
serious eommittee meetings. The
meetings are wicked slick and efficient. ·We even provide free parking
and refreshments.

.

Thursdau
Book si
ctober
Author John p g
Ing
·
recentl
reston Will be · ·
from s:trr.ero~:lished book, ,::.g~~:ocopies of his
the VOTE No .c O p.m: All proceeds w·lnl,bat Blackstone's
' ampa,gn.
, e donated to
'I

s

What about ••• ?

8, 1992

.

c:,:%!Y..Octoher1a,;992
!'!K,

Join several
Bdartenders
Blacksto ,
an celebriti
·
Linda Ab':!,;. from 4:00-8:oo P : g~est tending ,bar at
Lt. Mark Dior::~ Esther Clen~tt an:r;:iri mayors, .
1
Proceeds go to thea~ng the famous b:hi:31:olice
_
NO campaign.
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CALL
761·8480
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NON-PORTLAND RESIDENTS ARE
WELCOME.
' Mondays, 7:00 -·9:00 pm
•

One City Center, Second Level at
11
• •
Exp;essions 11 '

.
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• Phone Canvassine

(Sunday-Thursday 6:00-9:00 p.m.)

•Phone bank
•City-wide literature drop (1'.0 /24/92)
• Precinct Captains
Election day, noon-8:00 p.m.

-COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Fi'n·a ~ce ~o·~ mittee Ch~ir
Larry Bliss*

Speakers Bureau Chair
Alan Stearns

•Office Help
• Voter ~egistration

Canvass Committee Chair
Bob Gordon*

Media Committee Co-Chairs
Mary Maclean *, Bee Bell *

EPP UPDATE:
August and September found
Equal Protection Portland solidifying
its organizational base and .a formal
launch of the campaign . Committees
are in place, background organizing is
complete .
Fundraisers hosted by Lin_da and
Joel Abramson and Frances Peabody,
as w el I as a benefit performance of
Mollyhou se Productions' Ben't·and a
benefit at Sabatos raised need.eel
money, but much more is needed .
The Speakers Bureau has contact
ed nea rl y 100 loca l organizations
requestin g an opportunity to speak at
meetings or events. To invite ·a speaker to your group or event, ca ll Alan
Stea rn s at 761-01 32.

Voter Registration Co-Chairs
Canvass Committee Sponsored
Coffee hours have been held in neighborhoods and will continue to be
organized . Volunteers willing to go
door-to-door are needed immediately.
The Outreach Committee has
finalized its II Advisory Board" of people willing to lend their names to EPP
letterhead . The Committee will also
begin to di stribute forms for individuals or groups to use to endorse the
VOTE NO campai gn. These endorsements will be made use of in the
media ca mpaign.

Outreach Committee Chair
Rick Foss*

Volunteer ·coordinator
Bill York*

Steering Committee Members
Barb Wood
Brian Quint
John Waugh
· Denn is Prudhomme
Rita Ki ssen

The Voter Registration Committee
has institutionalized registration tables
at the Limelight and Monument
Square, expanding to Shaw' s and
other local bars. Volunteers are in
great demand to staff these tables .

Gene Rochow,
Edie Hoffman*

Tony Mccann

because of the curren t widesp read
attention riveted onto immune system
deficiencies and the widespread availab ility of sophisticated tests to measure
the hea lth of the immune system.
W hat it is, howeve r, wi ll si mply
not be known, sa id a large number of
AIDS resea rchers this week, until more
investigation is done.
A footnote of ca utio n was added
by Ji m G raha m, W hi tman-Walker
Cli nic Admi nistrator, w ho character;zed the reve lation as "a major wi ldca rd."
Graham said that the Cli ni c has
routi nely adv ised monogamous Gay
male couples who both test negati ve
that th ey need not wo rry about safe
sex practices. Gra~am said he wou ld
now adv ise s.uch co upl es' to ch. eek
w ith their doctor. "I think. that's prudent adv ice," he added.
·
'

EDUCATOR SOUNDS ALARM
ON AIDS. IN THE.LESBIAN_
COMMUNITY .
Lesbians: r-ieed to tal k 111u~h_ mere
.openly ab0ut what they' r~ .doi ng· in
bed if they are goir:ig to. suq:essfull y
fight against HIV, according to Amber
Hollibaugh, coordinator of the Lesbian
AIDS Project (LAP) of Ga y Men 's
Health Crisis in New York City.
"AIDS is in the lesbian .community," Hollibaugh said during an ·interyiew at ·the Eighth lr.iternational Ams
. Conference. ."We can easily dotutnent
. between ·300· to 500 -Hlv,\infected lesbians in •New V.or.k City. But in niost
lesbian feminist communities there is a
complete lack of knowledge and arrogant denial."
. The national Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) has rep.orted 79 cases of
• women with '.AIDS who identify them. selves -as lesbians; 1(:)3 ·cases·.of bisexua I . women wit h AIGS·, and 1,242
women with .AIQS whose sexual identity could not be dassified because .of
incomplete responses as of September
30, 1989. The CDC defines a lesbian
as a woman who has had 1'sex re.lati'ons exclusively with females since

1977."
However, ,many HIV-infeeted. lesbians appear ·to hav.e contracted the
disease either ·through ·sex' with men or
by injecting drugs. Both practices are
taboo to talk .about, said Hollibaugh . .
"We've been kept ignorant of our
own sexual practices," she said, "It' s
part of the oppression . The sex debates
are a perfect example of why we can't
talk. Lesbian femini st politics makes it
hard to talk about certain sexual practices. If penetration [by dildos) is seen
as proof that you aren't a ' real' lesbian,
women aren't going to risk tell ing the
truth ."
"Among gay men," Hollibaugh continued, "you don't lose your gay identity because of what you do sexually ... !
think thi s is the key to why gay men
have been able to have a safe sex dialogue. But lesbians walk around with
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an eternal dialogue ·in our heads asking if we are real lesbians or not."
A survey of 156. women in New
York City lesbian bars, done by
Michele Russell of New York Hospital
concluded that while 73.8 percent of
the women believed the virus could
be transmitted through lesbian oral
sex, only 15.6 percent used dental
dams and 6.5 percent used plastic
wrapping as a dental dam during oral
sex. The study called the discrepancy
"alarming" and concluded that among
lesbians, "HIV transmission still seems
identified with heterosexual sex relations."
Woman-to-woman transmission of HIV is very controversial,
Hollibagh said.
"The CDC reported nine cases,
but later decided that the virus was
contracted another way. The women
involved feel that they've been
trashed by the CDC. About a quarter
of the HIV-infected lesbians I see
think that their primary risk was their
female partner."

BREAST CANCER EPIDEMIC
IGNORED
Ann McCuirn,' a .longtime gay and
AIDS acfoiist-from Boston, delivered a
blistering attack against the U.S. government and breast cancer researchers
at the Eighth International AIDS
Conference. Her remarks came during
a panel on "AIDS and ' Breast Cancer:
Shared Lessons,'" attended by about
100•.deJegates · Mt.Guire said that
. breast cancet,· too, ·is ·an ·e pidemic and
one that is, grossly ignorecl and badly
in need·of more research funding. She
noted that one ir.i · 20 -women had
breast cancer in 1940, one in 14 in
1960, and one in 10 by 1989, and
one -in 9 toda.y. Yet relatively few
researchers are Jooking into the cause,
preventior:i; or cure fof breast cancer;
said .Mclu.uire,. '11hey:re · not even ,
using female , rats;I', she. said, in their·
laboratory ,experiments. Sl:ie said she
was deeply concerned· that Congress
was attempting to rectify this imbalance by .taking money from AIDS
research to put it into breast cancer
research. She urged activists to fight
that trend, and she pleaded for gay
men to join .the fight against breast
cancer.
,

1

i

I•

ONE EPIDEMIC AGAINST THE
OTHER
The following are excerpts from a
· speech delivered by Anne McGuire, a
longtime Boston lesbian activist, . in
Amsterdam at last month's
International Conference on AIDS.
Most of you know a lot about
AIDS but less about breast cancer. I
want to talk about why breast cancer
is an epidemic and why there is a
need for a new grass-roots advocacy
movement about breast cancer. Also I
continued next page
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Teddy Bear Hug
G
oing· to the first class of the first
day of the first week of school this
year reminded me of the time that
I got in my car after not driving it for
weeks and absentmindedly expected a
gently purring engine and an uneventful
ride to the store. Instead I got red lights,
warning beeps, and lungs full of exhaust
as my clutch slipped and I lurched into
the rotting cans of garbage that ferment
beside my tenement.
The class was Evidence. I arrived
bright and eager wearing the new fall line
from Girbaud with my brand new notebooks crisp and clean and ready to be
filled with remarkable notes and quotations and concise outlines of logical
thought. I even sat near the front.
Then it began. The professor arrived
in a sever gray suit that vilified his cocky
smirk and forced the rich dark oak panelling of the room into a gloomy fit of
depression. After grimly outlining the
course he announced, "and furthermore ,
you will stand up when you speak in my
class." He then began the class by calling
on "you in the back" and motioned at
"you in the back" to stand by making
repeated sharp upward thrusting gestures.
I cringed. The second year of law
school was supposed to better than the
·first, but this was shaping up to be hell. I
glared at him from my seat and dared him
to call on me while in my mind I prepared a caustic litany of retorts in case he
jerked his spastic thumbs in my direction
and ordered me to stand and address his
pathetic forum for intellectual sharing.

by Alan Stearns

My morning eagerness and sparkle .transformed into bile and venom as my shoulders and neck tightened to form the callous armor I needed to fend off the coming year.
The week got worse. The Dean summoned a few of us into his office to
update
us
on
the
latest
ROTC/ Trustee/ Military Recruiting turn of
events. Several students had fought all
last year to get the faculty to implement
its own policy of refusing placement services to employers who discriminate. By
the second day of the new school year I
was once again politely explaining to the
Dean that his support for gay rights would
seem less gratuitous if he could provide
more leadership and less waffling on the
military issue. My tense shoulders sent
warning stabs of pain to my head as I
politely listened to the Dean remind me
that the military practices are perfectly
legal. Veins were popping out of my
forehead by the time he suggested that
the military policy might be justifiable
pending some fact finding process.
Then came Bowers v. Hardwick in
Family Law. It was assigned at the 19eginning of the week as part of an introductory chapter on legal definitions of "family."
Bowers is a 1986 case by which the
Supreme Court refused to strike down
Georgia's sodomy law. By failing to recognize a penumbra of fellatio in the
Constitution, the Court took an old chestnut, wrapped it in family values and tradi-

.
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A Country Bed & Breakfast

Legal Services for Our Community
Domestic Partnership Agreements and Dissolutions
Wills, Living Wills, Powers ofAttorney
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Familyww
Civil and Criminal Trials

Miles D. Frieden
Brenda Buchanan .
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box331

Searsport, Maine 04974

(207) 548-6689
appointmentsarrangedStatewide

tional legal thinking, and roasted it slowly
over a burning cross.
I wasn't sure -if I was looking forward
to the class discussion. People who
enroll in Family Law tend to be more liberal than the average student, yet I still ·
knew that I would have to tense up and
be prepared for the worst.
We finally discussed Bowers on Friday
afternoon, the end of a dismal week. The
professor likes to make a grand entrance
a few minutes late . When he finally
walked in, I'm sure that at least three men
in the class, and goddess knows how
many worpen, focused instead on the gorgeous young man who followed the professor. Obviously not a law student, he
was maybe twenty years old with shoulder length hair, a lavender shirt, and dark
brown eyes that glanced around the room
a bit nervously as he took a seat, apparently to observe the class.
And the discussion began. It was a
good class. No one said anything wrong.
My favorite Jewish grandmother law student put the professor in his place when
somehow the issues of bestiality and
pedophilia were raised. And the professor led one student down a line of questions she knew could lead to some errantly admitted link between homosexuality
and AIDS, but she fought heroically until
he switched t~pics . While there was
nothing outstanding about his performance, I found myself liking the professor
with his comically arching eyebrows rising
above his shapeless academic body
poured into a lawyer's de rigueru expressionless suit.
The whole room breathed a sigh of
relief when the class was over. No one
had stuck foo ~ in mouth . No on~ had
: _turned beet red. What more could you
ask for.
As the class .packed up their books
and started to leave,' I sat for a while to
collect my thoughts. A few peeple came
...ov.er to me and tittered our e:autious
approval of the way the class had gone.
Then a friend nudged me to remind me of
the boy in lavender who had been
· observing the class~ As I turned to see if I
could read the boy's reaction to the class,
the professor walked over to him, patted
him on the shoulder, then gave him a
wonderful teddy bear hug. They walked
o.ut ttre ·door in a partial embrace, beautifully awkward with their juxtapo5.ed beauty and frumpiness, with the boy's timid
gestures meetin'g the professor's coi:itagious physicality. ·
The boy may have been the professor's son, or a friend of the family, or a
client, or a lover, or a prospective student.
it didn't matter.With all of the tension of
my week eroding my emotional firmament, I had to figli.t back tears because of
the beauty of that hug . For a brief
moment I imagined that we didn't need to
win the fucking referendum because I had
found a pudgy academic who had the
courage and the humanity to hug a boy in
lavender. And with that hug, I not only
found my favorite professor, but I also
was able to let the military issue and
Evidence class sink out of my consciousness and resurface in the category of
pedestrian personalities and politics that
are barely worthy of my attention, let
alone worthy of sending me into a week
of nerves and misery. •
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Licensed Clinical Social Worker
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want to talk about some shared lessons
between AIDS and breast ca ncer and
my fears about what is happe nin g to
bot h epidemics being pitted against
one another.
When I was diagnosed in 1989
with breast ca ncer, I walked out of the
doctor's thinking that if I was to have
ca nce r, thi s was probably a better
time, because we must have made
great strides in the past few years. I
also decided I wanted to be an
informed consumer (somethi ng I had
learned from the AIDS epidemic and
the early feminist health movement). I
would know what questions to ask and
what the answers would mean. It was
a way to take control over something
that had taken control of me. I started
readin g everything I could about breast
cancer and I was stunned.
I started reading some of th e
statistics-180,000 women in the U.S.
w ill be diagnosed with breast ca ncer
this year. Many people think, " Wh at's
the big deal with breast cancer-you
only lose your breast." Some 46,000
women will die in the U.S. this year
from the disease. That's the big deal.
In 1940, : it was one in 20
women who developed breast cancer.
In 1960, it was one in 14. In 1989, it
was one in 10. Now, it is one in nine
in the U.S.
Equally alarming is the fact that
the mortality rate for women with
breast cancer has remained virtually
unchanged since 1930. This -shows
how little we reall¥ know .about"the
disease and how ineffective ou r- current- tools of_ surgery, radiation; and
chemotherapy really are.....:or .as Dr·.
Susan Love says "SI-ash, burn, and poison."
What do we have in the fight
aga i nst this disease? We have no
known prevention / About 80 percent
of women diagnosed with breast.·canr
cer ,have no ·known r.isk factors .- We
talk about ,early• detecti'On t-lirougb
mammograms. "This ,so,-called -early
detection might detect the canc~r after
it's been in the breast six· to -eight
years. Mammograms are not as accurate in women .under 50, ancl almost
unreadable in women under -40;
because breast tissue is ·the same'. density as most tumor:;. Only one ·out of
four mammogram units in the U .S.
meets the basic voluntary standards .
As Diane Sawyer says, "There are
more regulations for pizza partors than
there are for mamJ')1ograph units."
It was because of these issues
and much more that eight groups met
in Washington in January of 1991 to
form the Breast Cancer Coalition. We
believed that if we spoke in a strong
and united voice we could mal<e
change happen ...
The rise in breast cancer
activism has happened for several reasons: We have seen the AIDS model
working. Many women have had roots
in the feminist health movement where
they learned to take control of their
bodies. They are not happy to just put

L
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a prosthesis in their bra and pretend
nothing has happened .
The disclosure of the blatant discrimination that was practiced for years at
the National Institutes of Health on
women 's research has pushed some
'Nomen to be more active. The tremendous amount of publicity that the disease has generated over the past year
has made women and t.heir friends
more knowledgeable about the epidemic and aware of coalitions to join
to change the status quo.
Last, but not least, no known cause,
cure, or ways to prevent the disease
are known. I only know that I'm cured
if I die of something else.
We're learning how to outreach to all
parts of our community for education-AIDS has helped provide models
that work. We are learning how to
develop client-based organizations.
We' re the ones setting priorities, not
doctors-we've learned that from
AIDS.
We've learned that activism produces results; it's the squeaky wheel
that gets the money-AIDS had taught
us that. Breast cancer funding has .gone
from $90 million to $132 million to
hopefully over $300 million this year.
We both know that AIDS. and breast
cancer are not feared by most members
of Congress and certainly not the president. He ignores his national community on AIDS and has just vetoed the
women's health research package with
money for breast cancer research.
We know that insurance companies
have not been user friendly to both of
us. Just as they don't w'ant to insure gay
men, they don't want to insure women
with suspicious mammograms.
We know that invitations from the
National Cancer Institute never came
before we were organized and never
came to women with breast cancer
just physicians. We have continued t~
push for involve1T1ent by women with
breast cancer on all levels (clinical trials, panels, 'corigr;ssipn.il he~r'ings).
I know that in the' early stages of the
AIDS epidemic, women were there
helping gay men , It was this united
front that . helped move, the issue. We
need men helping in the breast cancer
epidemic. Many lesbians are more at
risk because of n.ot having children.
We need our brothers there; we need a
united community. . ·
The big issue I see developing is the
very real possibility of taking money
from AIDS for breast cancer. Elected
officials are beginning to feel pressure
to respond to the breast cancer epidemic, and AIDS for some is an easy
target In order to prevent this pitting of
one epidemic against the other; we
need to increase the pot of money for
all health issues.
We need to change our prioriti~s. In
the 1992 U.S. Federal Research and
Development budget of $76 billion, 56
percent goes to defense research and

men handcuff and strong-arm Anita into a
squad car.

by Holly Valero

arrow ·

The _story of Ken & Anita
ook, Anita, I know the Bush administration is not exactly gay-friendly ...

L

"Gay fricildly?! Ken, the only thing
missing from their platform is a rope and a
trap door!!"
"The Democrats will only spend us into
a full-blown depression. At least the
republican party understands fiscal com\
mon sense. That's · why I'm voting for
George Bush. Gay rights won't mean a
thing if all those special interest groups
destroy the business climate. Welfare is
not what I'm looking for. Besides, there
are loads of old blue laws on the books in
every state. They don't enforce those
things anymore."
Late summer had given way to autumn.
Ken and Anita were regulars at the
Greenleaf Cafe. Friends since college, they
spent every Monday morning arguing politics over hazelnut coffee and sticky rolls.
Ken , an accountant, co-owned a condo .
with h~s lover Matt. Anita ran a bookstore
downtown with her partner -of twelve
years, Kathryn. She and Kathryn lived
above the store in a wonderful old apartment with a tabby cat named Mad Max
and three neon tetras named Take One
Take Two, and Take Three.
'
It was November . A year that would
go down in history for one oE the lowest
voter turn-outs in centuries. It also
brought a by-the-skin-of-their-tf'eth-victory
for the republican party. Monday morning found Anita and Kathryn tuned to
CNN at the store for news of the recount.
"I can't believe it," said Kathryn, "Ken is
probably jumping for joy. You 'll have to
tell me what he says today. "
"I don't even want to think about it..."
· Anita sat on a delivery of Backlash, rub"Oh
bing Mad Max behind the ears.
well, at least we'll have something to talk
about..." Hopping off the pile of books,
she picked up her' jacket at the door and

asked, "yo u want anythirg from the
Greenleaf?"
"Bring me back a cinnam Jn roll. Don't
forget your gloves. They're in the car."
Stopping at the Toyota for her mittens,
Anita found a bright yellow vehicular
restraining device latched firm ly onto one wheel. A ticke t
caught under the windshield
wiper flapped in the breeze
"What the Hell?" she thought, "I
always park here." Pulling the
ticket from the wiper she read
aloud, "Impounded by the City
of Portland. Removal of this
vehicle is subject to criminal liability .... Tampering ... "
"Excuse me, are you Anita
Whitten?"
She looked up at two men
in gray suits. "Huh?"
"Are you Anita Whitten?"
"Yeah . Who wants to
know?"
"Come with ine ·please.
You have the right to remain
silent, you have the right ... "
"Wait just a second here. What's going
on? You must have the wrong person."
"Are you Anita Whitten of 4179-A
Congress Stre t?"
"Yes, but what's the charge? Is this a
joke or something?"
"And are you, in fact, the common-law
wife of Kathryn Harris?"
"Has something happened to her?
just left the store ... "
"Banned Books?"
"Yes ... " A sense of panic be an to rise
up through her solar plexus.
"You can make your phone call at the
station. "
Kathryn rummaged through so me ·
backorders in the rear of the store. Mad
Max sat in the front window,· watching two

Meanwhile , across town Ken had
pulled up at an ATM machine to get some
cash. He slipped the plastic card in the
slot and entered his pin number: M-A-T-T.
The screen blinked and came ·up with the
message: INVALID ACCESS. ATM CARD
RETAINED . SEE CUSTOMER SERVICE
FOR ACCOUNT INFORMATION. "What?'"
He stared at the machine, trying several
buttons. "Oh , SHIT' I hate these
machines!" Pulling around into the lot he
parked his hatchback , entered the bank
and walked up to the customer service
desk. "Hi, my name is Ken Newsome.
Your machine just ate my card ... "
"One moment please, " answered a
woman with a messy desk. She picked
up the phone and dialed
an in-house extension.
Within moments two
security guards arrived.
Ken joked, "Look, I
just want my card back.
I wasn't planning to rob
the place!"
"Could you come
with us, please. "
"Why should I?"
"You
are
Ken
Newsome?"
"Yes, but.. ."
"Do you reside with
one Matt Wilson?"
"The one and only
- as far as I know ... if
it 's any of your damn
business."
A crowd of customers were assured
that everything was fine as Ken was escorted to a squad car.
At the local police station, Ken spotted
An'ta at the phone. They exchanged nervous glances. She tried repeatedly to call
the store. According to the operator, the
number was no longer in service. She
tried the apartment and got the same
answer.
Ken was processed in another room.
He was told to call a lawyer and that hail
would most likely be denied to prevent
interstate flight. He dialed the number of
his lawyer, and former lover Bill
Mannville. The number seemed to be out
of service. He tried directory assistance.
"What city please?"
"Portland."

Kathryn rummaged through
some backorders
in the rear of the
store. Mad Max
sat in the front
window, watching
two men handcuff
arid strong-arm
Anita irito a squad
car.
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Queer:::;~..
ometim es I get
cocky enough to
believe I'm safe
in this city, and then some moron like the
one I met last week, has the nerve to get
in my face. Admitted ly, it was my fau lt
when I cut the guy off, .but then he fo llowed me into a parking lot. As his wife
and child looked on, he got out of his car
and screamed a whole string of obscenities at me, including the word dyke which I guess confirms the fact that I don't
pass. He told me to suck his thang, and I
told him the dildo I had at home was bigger. At this point, I was half-tempted to
get out of my car and let the guy attack
me, just so I could press charges against
him and teach someone that gay bashing
is aga inst the law. The venom with which
this man spoke tells me the label homophobe really doesn't do someone like him
justice. This guy wasn't afraid of me. Nor,
I suspect, any other queer. He hated me.
The term homophobe implies that queers
have more power in society than we actually do and plays right. in to a popular
argu ment put fonh -hy the religious right:

S

that the gay and lesbian community is a
well-financed lobbying group, capable of
destroying institutions like the American
family . With this line of thinking, queers
are suddenly the threatening bullies and
heterosexuals are the victims. This theory
is better aniculated by the authors of After
the Ball , who suggest we use the term
homohater in place of homophobe.
It's easy to live in a gay ghetto and forget for a while that things like this happen.
Most of my friends are queer, and an
increasing number of my needs can be
met within the gay community. I shop at
gay-owned businesses, eat in gay-owned
restaurants, and palty at queer clubs. The
only drawback to this is being lulled into a
fa lse sense of security. One could almost
hope that th e general popu lation is as
freethinking and loving as our special circle.
Well, of course the alarm rings and all
of us have to wake up and be prepared to
defend ourselves. If you're ready to take
action, join Queer Nation for a six-week
self-defense training with People Against
Crime, a new center located on Congress
Street. For $30 , (isn 't your pretty face
worth $5 a class'), we'll be learning how
to protect ourselves in a bashing situation;
how to avoid confrontations, how to deal
with multiple attackers, the easiest targets
on the body, how to disarm someone, and

HOMOPHOBIA

how to hurt someone when necessary.
Queer Nation will guarantee you this bargain rate, just reserve a space with us now
by call ing 828-4024. Classes will be for
one hour, one ni ght a week , for six
weeks.•

development of new weapons. Only
14 percent goes to all hea lth research.
Our bottom line needs to be to not
take from one disease to pay for another. We must see beyond our own epidemic and not allow those who make
decis ions that affect our very li ves to
th ink for one minute we can be divided and conquered.

Note. Self defense training begins
September 24, 1992.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ...
People interested in more
about this year's AIDS confe rence can
get detailed information from at least
two sources. First, the co nference
organizers are provid ing summaries of
the conference findings fo r $5 (7.5
guilders) . They wil l be ava ilabl e by
contacting the Dutch Foundation AIDS
Conference, Max Euweplein 30, 1017
MB, Amsterdam , The Netherland s.
Fax: 011-31-20-639-0031 or phone
011-31-20-639-0156 .

MAINE COALITION AGAINST

HATE

r

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Your generous donation
is appreciated:

Here in Portland, we're battling

0$10
0$20
0$50

a rising-tide of queer hatred,
while trying to save our city's
new human rights ordinance-

Are you gay and u·nder 22 years old?

OUTRIGHT

Portland Alliance of Gay & Lesbian Youth
PO Box 5028, Station A
Portland, Maine 04101

0$100
0$250
0$500

Acct #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,exp._

the 1st in Maine history.

HELP

------- --,

!Count Me In!

in MAINE

BEAT Homophobia and Ignorance
FIGHT New G.O.P. "Family Values."
SAVE Our Equality from Repeal

News
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For more information call:

201n61-84so

I

:

l

MAIL TO:
Equal Protection-Portland
POB 1894 • Portland, ME 04104

L----------------------------------------

GLAD·DAYH

BOOKSHOP.

LESBIAN &

GAY LITERATURE

A new coa li tio n has been fo rmed
to work against the Chri stia n Civic
League's efforts to force a statewide
referendum in 1993 on gay and lesbian protection . Spearheaded by the
MLGPA , the new Maine Coa lition
Against Hate (MCAH) has replaced the
loo se coa liti o n that was formerly
known as the "intervenors." MCAH is
current ly co mposed of the MLGPA ,
MCLU , The Matlovich Society, The
Women 's Lobby , .and P-FLAG .
Organizations interested in signing a
resolution to become affiliated with
MCAH should contact MLGPA at PO
Box 232, Hallowell , ME 04347 .

McGowan Wants Lesbian and
Gay Vote
In a special meeting arranged by
Ban go r-area lesbia ns and gay men,
second di stri ct congressional candidate Patrick McGowan gave lots of the
answers attendees were lookin g
forThis breakthrough of support from
McGowa n is especially significant
given his "no" votes against civil rights
during hi s years in the Maine house.
Specifically, McGowan pledged to
vote against sexual orientation discrimination in the military, to vote in favor
of the Federal Lesb ian and Gay Civil
Ri ghts Bill , and to pu sh hard for
increased AIDS funding.
McGowan is running against
Olympia Snowe , the republican
incumbent who barely survived a run
against McGowan two years ago.
Snowe's record on lesbian and gay
issues is poor. Also running is Green
Party candidate Jonathan Carter.
McGowan seeks input and volunteer help from other lesbians and gay
men in his district. His office.will also
produce a position paper on lesbian

637 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MA 02116 (617) 267-3010

For more information, call Ingraham Volunteers.
Dial-INFO: n4-HELP (a 24-hour ho~ine)
- or If you're 19 or 1.mder, you can also call Dial-KIDS: n4-TALK
SUPPORT SPECIAL MNTS
FUN
INFORMATION

Mon-Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 9:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday & Holidays 12 noo11-9 p.m.

Across From The Boston Public Library, 2nd Floor

continued after calendar
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october
OCTOBER

Thursdays
utriders is a New England bicycle
club fo r Lesbians and Gay men. Every
Thursday at 5:30 p.m., they cycle in the
Portland area. Call 207-883-6934 for more
information.

O

OCTOBER (ONGOING)

Mondays
ut and Abo ut , a no np ro fit Lesb ian
social, support and educational organization will be meeting in Po rtsmo uth
every Monday from 7-9 p.m .. Weekly topics , discussions and guest speakers . For
more information or compl e ment a ry
newsletter write: OAA , P.O. Box 332 ,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03802-0332 or calr 603659-2139.

O

OCTOBER (ONGOING)

Wednesdays
h ere wil l be Gay / Lesbian Al-Anon
T. meetings at Brighton Medical Center,
335 Brighton Avenue , Portland from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m .. Call 207-774-4362 for more
information.

OCTOBER

Monday

.

qual _Protection Portland "Home Base"
meetmgs are held at Expressions, One
City Center, Portland(second level) from 79 p.m .. This meeting is intended to get
input from the community, brainstorm and
recruit new volunteers. Non Portland residents are very welcome.

E

OCTOBER

Fridays
qual Protection Portland night at the

ELimelight. All $3. covers from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m. go to benefit EPP.

OCTOBER

Wednesdays
h e Rape Crisis Center and ·usM
T Women's Forum are sponsoring a drop
in peer support/ education group for
women survivors of sexual assault and
child sexual abuse. The group meets on
Wednesdays from 12;30 to 2:00 p.m.. For
more information please call 774-3613 or
874-6593.

OCTOBER

1-25

Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays
ad Horse Theater presents "Who 's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" by Edward
Albee, directed by Michael Rafkin. What a
Drama! Shows are Thursday- Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sundays at 7:00 p.m. at the Mad
Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave, Portland.
Tickets are $14 & $16. Call 797-3338 for
reservations or information.

M

pp Human Rights Benefit at T-Birds,

.
3

Sunday

rd Annual Maine AIDS Walk.
Sponsored by The Maine AIDS Alliance
to benefit the 16 community based AIDS
service organizations in Maine. The walk
will be held simultaneously in 9 locations:
Bangor, Camden, Rumford , Portland
Bridgton, Brunswick, Lewiston/ Auburn ,
Waterville & Ellsworth. Portland's walk is
a lOk that starts at the USM Campus
Center at 1:00 p.m. rain or shine. For more
information, call your local AIDS servi
organization or leave a message
2924.

OCTOBER

5-8

Monday - 7bursd
oming Out Wee
Orono. Monday thr
t
-"N-~
will be a Wild Stein info
the Memorial Union Bu
planned are:
(,~\.~~~,,
uesday: An open discussio , ~ ~t
T Literature with John Prest n, A or
and Editor, will be held at 304 N i le Hall
at 2:30 P.M.. This is sponsored by the
English Department.
he Keynote Address will be given by
T John Preston at 8 p.m. at 101 Neville
Hall, UMO. An open reception will follow
this event.
ednesday : There will . be a book

C

EMargin a l Way , Portl and. Th e Lime

Rokets and Jenny Woodman will perform
along with a special appearence by Pluck
Theatre. Starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are
$5 ..

0CTOBER7

Wednesday
ichard Keeling, Chair of the American
College Health Association's task force
on HIV dise ase a nd Pre s ident o f th e
International AIDS Education Society will
speak on HIVI AIDS: Our Common Health
t the Portland Gym , USM at 7:30 p.m ..
ere will be a resource fair that will pree the event at 7 p.m .. Sponsored by
SM HIVI AIDS Task Force.

R

~~\~t.'

W

signing with John Preston at 11 a.m.
at the Campus Bookstore. They will have
early released copies of his newest book
available.
he film KHUSH will be shown at 101
T Neville Hall at 7 p.m. and be followed
by a discussion.
hursday: A panel discussion on Outing
T will take place at 1 p .m. at the
Memorial Union Building.
A II Events Are Free and Open To The
rtPublic. For more information call207581-1775.

GENTLY WORN ITEMS FOR CHILDREN
Always Buying • All Seasons • Infant - Size 10
Drop Off or Call for an Appointment
Mall Plaza • S. Portland (by Ames and Bookland)

9-11

Friday- Sunday
The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt, in it's largest form , will be displayed in Washington, D.C. in conjunction
with the largest gathering of AIDS-related
service organizations. The display of the
Quilt will begin on Friday at 10 a:m. with
the traditional unfolding c(;remony and
reading of names. To purchase discounted
fares for the event in Washington contact
the NAMES project travel desk at 1-800926-2631. For discounted hotel accomodations call 1-800-554-2220. To volunteer or
donate financial support call 1-800-221NAMES.

Sepl. 25 - Oct. 1
Sept. 25 - Oct. 1
Oct. 2 - 15
Oct. .9 - 15
Oct. 16 - 22
Oct. 15 - 22
Oct. 23 - 29
"Oct. 23 - 29
Oct. 30 · Nov . 5

A WOMAN'S TALE
HIGHWAY 61
ENCHANTED APRIL
ONE FALSE MOVE
WILD WHEELS
MISTRESS
ZENTROPA
OTHELLO
HOW ARDS END

r•···

[)A..IL~OAl)SQUAR_E CINEMA.

Mon.-sat. 9:30am - 8:30pm

n2-7333 or 1·800-564-7333

.
. .
Mo
Baxley and Dernck t1vrngst,?n, _New
England Organizers, discuss the Apnl 25 ,
1993 Marc~ on Washington for Lesbian ,
Gay, and B1 _Equal Rights and Liberation."
This event will be one of the largest, most
si?nificant demonstrations in_American
History. come and learn what 1t means to
you: Portland Public Library , Rines
Aud1tonum , Portland , 7:30 - 9:00 p.m ..
Wheel chair accessable.

OCTOBER

Waterville

..a...

a slfilitil

10

Saturday

Wednesday

0CTOBER4

K !!!~TY~!~!!
II

OCTOBER

OCTOBER 7

Pi)

873-6526

"Take Back The Night March And Rally
In Portland. " The Take Back the Night
Coalition will sponsor a march and rally ;it
7:30 p.m .. The women onl y event is dedicated to breaking the silence abo ut violence against women in the streets, on the
job, in our communities and at home. It
will give women the opportunity to celebrate their collective strength and courage
and to share their experiences. All women
are welcome . A men's vigil in support of
th e march will also be held. Fo r more
information , please contact Kathryn at 8790877 or Jennifer at 871-0618.

OCTOBER

11

Sunday
he Chiltern Mountain Club will climb
T Mt. Jefferson in New Hampshire 's
Presidential Range. Call Mike at (603) 6447658.

OCTOBER

11

Sunday
N

ational Coming

OCTOBER

12

Monday
Ann E. Ha 1
rthold a sc ,
Home: Ho can
Protect Yourse .
o ics
discussed will be w
·
11$, , r' 3,
ment, when to take action
what
courts can and cannot do for you.
ere
will be time set aside to answer your specific questions. The discussion begins at
6:30 p.m, and there is a $5 per person fee .
Call Ann at 207-625-8341 for more information.
OCTOBER

14

Wednesday
eet Steven Riel, Pot:try Editor of RFD :
A Country Journal for Gay Men
Everywhere. Celebrate the publication of
his first book of poetry How to Dream at
Drop Me A Line 1 144 High Street, Portland,
at 7 p.m .. Drop me a Line's new hours are
Monday & Friday 11-6 , Tuesday Thursday 11-8, Saturday 11-5 , closed
Sundays.

M

=

MBER

12

rsday
h e Ma tl ov ic h Soc iet y pres ents :
"French-Canadian, Catholic and Gay: A
Poetry Reading by Steve n Riel. " Steve n
Ri e l's p oe ms have appea red in
Christo ph er St reet, Bay Wind ows a nd
Mi nn eso ta Review as we ll as th e
Anthologies New Me n/ New Mi nds, Lives
in Tra nslation and Read Out Aga inst War;
he is Poetry Edito r o f RFD : A Co untry
Jo urnal for Gay Men Everywhe re . Co me
hear him read from and discuss his newly
published co ll ectio n of poems, How to
Dre am . Po rtl a nd Public Library, Rines
Auditorium , Po rtl a nd , 7:30 - 9:00 p.m ..
Wheel chair accessable.

NOVEMBER

20

Thursday
OCTOBER

22

Thursday

Friday

he Matlovich Society presents: Brooke
Alexander, Episcopal priest and counselor, and Sandy Titus R. N., Coordinator of
Support Services at the AIDS Project, lead
a discussion about "Spiritual Ministry and
Personal Empowerment. " Portland Public
Library, Rines Auditoriu m, Portland , 7:30 9:00 p.m .. Wheel chair accessa ble.

T

T
a
p.m .. For more information please
call 871 -7793.

OCTOBER

17

Saturday
ild Iris Productions presents: Justina
& Joyce and Nurudafina in concert
at the Luther Bonney Auditorium , USM ,
Portland . Tickets are $10 in advance and
$11.50 the day of the show. You can purchase tickets at Amedeus and Walkabout
in Portland , McBeans Music in Brunswick,
JFK Copy Printers in Belfast and Rock
Bottom Records in Portsmouth , N. H.. For
further informati6n call 247-3461 .

W

OCTOBER

18

OCTOBER

24

he Chiltern Mountain club will climb
Mt. Wash ington in New Hampshire's
Presidential Range. Call Mike (603) 644-

oin us fo r an easy six-mile hike in the
White Mountain Wilderness area, (near
owe, Maine.) We'll set off at 10 a.m. on
the loo p tra il , have lunch on Caribou
Mountain and enjoy (weather permitting)
clear views of the Presidentials and Kezar
Lake. Ca ll Dave Fisher, Paul Alpert or
Virgi nia at 925-1034 for details.

OCTOBER

18

Sunday
ild Iris Productions is offering a special drumming workshop from 12-3
p.m. in West Buxton, Maine . Space is limited to 25, so ca ll now for reservations-

W

247-3461.

OCTOBER

19

Monday

A nn E. Hastings ; Attorney at Law will
fih old a discussion on: Creating Legal
Relationships between Lesbian and Gay
Partners. Among the issues to be discussed will be joint ow ners hip of real
estate, powers of attorney, wills and insurance. There w ill be time set aside to
answer specific questions. The discussion
begins at 6:30 p.m. and there is a $5 fee
per person. Call Ann at 207-625-8341 for
more information.

h e First Annual Gay & Lesbian
Halloween Ball a t Clay Hill Farm ,
Ogunquit, Maine. Cash prizes for best costumes! Cocktails at 6 p.m. and Dinner at
7:30 p.m .. Tickets are $30 per person and
includes dinner, DJ, tax, and gratuity. For
reservations and more information contact:
Clay Hil l Farm , Box 2202 , Ogunquit ,
Maine, 03907.

n Party at Sabatos' There will
ash prize for the best costume .
ed up for some treats' Those in
pay $3., those without pay $4 ..
s is located on Forest Ave, Portland ,
d Zootz.

Saturday

7658.

30

" "Homosexuality , Theology and the
Church ." DIGNITY prese nts, John
McNeill, former Jesuit priest and autho r of
Taking a Chance on God: Lib erating
Theology for Gays , Lesbians and Their
Lovers , Families and Friends and The
Church and the Homosexual at The First
Parish Church, Congress Street, Po1tland.
For further information call 422-3140.

NOVEMBER

21

Saturday
ild Iris Productions presents: Deidra
McCalla in co nce rt , with spe cia l
guest Penny Lang. See them at theFirst
Parish Church, Congress Street, Portland.
Tickets are $11.50 in advance and $13 the
clay of the show. You can purchase ticke ts at Amecleus a nd Wa lkabout in
Po rtland, McBeans Music in Brunswick,
JFK Copy Printers in Belfast and Rock
Bottom Records in Portsmouth, N.H .. For
further information call 247-3461.

W

Sunday

T

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

J

OCTOBER

26

Monday

A nn E. Hastings; Attorney at Law will
fih old a discussion on The Rights and
Responsibilties of Single Parents. Topics
include: custody, visitation and payment
of child support. There will be time set
aside to answer specific questio ns. The
discussion begins at 6:30 p.m. and there is
a $5 per person fee. Call Ann at 207-6258341 for more information.
OCTOBER

29

Thursday
"Revoking Our Rights: Portland's Role in
Res is ting the· Nat io n a l Anti-Gay
Agenda ." Speakers will be; Tom Ogden,
· Equal Protection of Colorado, author of
_Denver's Human Rights Ordinance (which
was sustained in a city vote and is now
being challenged in a statewide referendum) ; Mary Bonauto, GLAD, Boston, civil
. rights legislation expert and Rep. Toli1
Andrews (subject to his Congressional
schedule.) Sponsored by USM Lesbian and
Gay Employees Association. University of
Southern Maine-Portland Campus Center
at 7 p.m.. For more information call 780-

10

Thursday
he Matlovich Society presents: Rachel
Sager , M.A. , a counselor in private
practice in Portland and Brunswick, talks
about psychodrama and addictions as she
leads a discussion on "Substance Abuse,
Recovery and Gay Life. Portland Public
Library, Rines Auditorium, Portland, 7:30 9:00 p.m .. Wheel chair accessable.

T
NOVEMBER

9

Monday

A nn E. Hastings: Attorney at Law will
fih old a discussion on: Drunk Driving
and its Penalties. Among the topics to be
discussed will be what is drunk driving,
what you should do if you are charged
w ith drunk driving and w h at are th e
penalties if you are convicrP.d. There will
be time set aside tc answer your specific
questions. The di~cussion begins ·at 6:30
p.m. and there will be a $5 fee per person. Please call Ann at 207-625-8341 for
more information.
NOVEMBER

10

DECEMBER

Saturday

12
I

oliday Dance sponsored by Wild Iris
Pro ductions . This event will be
Chem-free and have a DJ and refreshments . . You can get in the spirit at the
Temple Beth-El, Deering Ave, Portland
from 8-12 p.m .. For further information
call 247-3461.

H

Tuesday

A chance to meet John Preston at Drop
fiMe A Line at 7 p.m.. Copies of the
latest a nth o logy , A Member of the
Family:Gay Men Write About Their
Families, which he edited, will be available . His early erotic w riting are also
being rereleased and will be available at
Drop Me A Line (exclusively in Maine. )
Drop Me A Line is located at 144 High.
·street, Portland, Maine .

5491.

I

Stage Door Left ...

News

by Alexander Wallace

SABATOS

WHEREHOUSE
invites
You to join us in our

ONE YEAR
•
anniversary
celebration
Presenting
Aimee Mann ·
from Ti II Tuesday

opening-with
Getty Payson &Kathleen Stewart
, Doors open at 7:00 p.m.

Tickets: $10 Reserved

(includes private party,
champagne, h'ordeuves
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.)
$7.00 Show Only

(entrance at 8:00 p.m.J
·ckets at Zootz, Sabatos
or call 871·8965

HALLOWEEN

PARTY!
8:00 · 2:00

cash prizes
$3.00 in costume
$4.00 no costume

asked Richard Hamburger, the Director
of the Portland Stage Company who
recently "graduated" to the Dallas Rep,
why Portland Stage never did gay plays.
He said because gays don't come. I was
not surprised. I'd just spent ten years in
very gay Atlanta , Georgia, amazed at the
fact that on any given night, 30 gay bars
and discos were packed, but you find ten
queers at LA CAGE AUX FOLLES, direct
from New )'.ork. And then; here in Maine,
last month we had LA CAGE; a stunning
original gay musical , AN UNFINISHED
SONG, direct from New York and a new
gay theatre company , Mollyhouse
Productions, offering a strong performance
of the gay prison drama , BENT. has Maine
theatre finally discovered gay plays? Will
gays come? Do we really prefer the negative image projected of us in today's films?
This column will monthly urge you to go
to the theatre! To plays, musicals, opera,
ballet, the dance, live concerts, and live
cabaret: what I consider theatre. And not
just to gay plays, but surely those, and lesbian plays and straight theatre, too, for reasons given below. If we can support-and
I mean, if our money and patronage are
what keeps gay bars and discos open-we
can support gay and straight theatre too.
And we should.
Who says' Me. And I do think anyone
who purports to write a theatre column
ought to present his credentials. I was
born across the street from the Martin Beck
Theatre in the New York Theatre district.
My grandmother, a former Ziegfeld Follies
Show Girl, maintained a discreet affair with
the house manager there so I got to see
lots of theatre, not only in house seats at
the Marting Beck but all over New York,
New Haven and Boston. I averaged at
least one show a week and often, many
more than that. And that goes back to the
premiers of THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH ,
ANNIE GET YOUR GUN , and A STREETCAR NAMED 'DESIRE'. I was in school
plays, and wrote a few through college.
I've written about the theatre and the arts
for gay magazines and papers for 25 years
in New York and Atlanta. It's in the blood.
And long before I was old enough to go to
gay bars, I saw men with other men, and
women together, in the theatres. And long
before I learned what they were, I realized
from from their plays, that Shakespeare,
Marlowe, Wilde, Novello, Coward, <;:apote,
McCullers, Williams, and Porter and many
other pl ayw rights were gay because
STRAIGHTS JUST CAN 'T WRITE LIKE
THAT! Not bad company to keep , I
thought, and they 're famous , rich and
accepted the world over. PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY STRAIGHT PEOPLE, LISTEN TO
WHAT THESE GUYS SAY! Consider that
Americans listen much more to Tennessee
Williams than they do Arthur Miller, much
more to Gore Vidal than to Norman Mailer.
The gays in the audience were pretty stunning, too. Not only did I enjoy theatre
more than anything else, I realized that the
theatre was home to us, theatre was ours,
and tat in a world that didn't want me, I
belonged in the theatre. Innocently, I figured that all gays felt that way: the theatre
was great, the theatre was gay; you go to
the theatre if you're gay. Of course, that

I

was before recreational drugs, disco, and
Madonna.
Even in New York, to my great sur-·
prise, there were gays who preferred talentless, over-amplified, freak-show discodivas to theatre. Something wrong there.
I find that in this AIDS age many gays
seem lost, at sea, root-less, wondering; if
there isn't sex, what is there to being gay?
There used to be much more to being gay
than just sex. And disco-divas. Theatre,
for just one thing, provided roots, history,
culture, community, approval, friendship,
understanding, freedom , answers , and a
leg-up on dumb straight jocks who only
knew from stick-ball.
Haven't the plays and musicals, films,
TV dramas, and art work about AIDS done
a great deal to explain ·the why? Artists
like Tennessee Williams speak to us on a
level, and deeper th1n anyone else. They
speak a language of love and hope to all
us queers. AIDS has caused many of us to
seek community, to re-discover our history
and culture, and look deep for answers. r
don't suggest that theatre is a panacea but it's ours and it can provide many
answers. Please don't think me arrogant
when i say that the many thrilling
evenings I've spent in the theatre gave me
answers before I knew I needed them;
that I had answers long ago to questions I
see so many gays agonizing over now,
without having the faintest idea where to
find answers.
Theatre in Maine , whether gay or
straight is terrific, better 'than Atlanta's, as
good as New York 's, Th e next time
you 're bored at a bar or depressed at a
disco-remember this column, buy a ticket, support gay and straight theatre, and
go see a play! Step across the footlights,
enter a magic world, p:.1.rtake of the glamour, mystery, magic, meaning, and fun!
Perhaps you'll find yourself - at the theatre!

Counseling &
Hypnotherapy
Individuals

Couples

Stress Management
Sexual Issues
Men's Issues
Women's Issues

871-8134
Nicholas Seferlis
MS,NCC

Marianne Trottier
·. MS,NCC

222 St. John St. • Portland

BE THERE!
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Casco Bay Weekly, Wyman said, "The
[League's] role is still being decided.
Certainly we won't announce our
internal strategy to our adversaries."
He also added that "the League has
already invested considerable time
and resources to the battle in
Portland."
The Christian Civic League has
mounted formidable challenges to gay
civil rights bills introduced in the state
legislature in the past. It is currently
seeking enough signatures to have a
referendum question put ori the ballot
in 1993 which would severely hamper
efforts to pass a state-wide gay civil
rights bill. The referendum calls for
the requirement that any bill passed
· by the Maine legislature regarding gay
civil rights to be approved by Maine
voters before it could be enacted.

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS
FOLDS, MAY RETURN IN '93
BOSTON-In its 19 years, the
Gay Community news has survived a
firebombing, attacks by
Anita Bryant, and internal squabbles, but financial trouble and
increased competition threaten to sink
it now.GCN, one of the nation's oldest
and most influential gay newspapers,
suspended publication July 4. But after
a tumultuous meeting July 23, supporters voted to develop a restructuring plan by November and begin pubIish ing again in January 1993. The
newspaper will scrap its 1960s-style
management by consensus and under. go-numerous other changes, said staff
Laura Pierce.
The newspaper was founded in
1973 by activists energized by the
merging gay liberation movement.
Originally a mimeographed sheet, it
evolved into a 16-to 20-page offset
weekly with a subscription base of
about 9,000 and subscribers all over
the country.
The newspaper's offices were
destroyed in a firebombing attack in
1982 and after a Boston visit by antigay activist Bryant, the office was vanda Iized. Staffers often found bullet
holes in the windows.

AIDS EDUCATORS WARN OFF
RISING HIV RATE IN YOUNG
MEN
BOSTON-Local AIDS researchers
and AIDS services providers say they
have seen an increase in the past year
of young gay men testing positive for
HIV, an increase which appears to be
part of a national trend.
"The issue of seroconversion [the
change in a person's antibodies from
HIV negative to HIV positive) in
young gay men [age 25 and under] is
a big concern," said Ken Mayer, a
specialist in infectious diseases and
research director at the Fenway
Community Health Center, an AIDS
services provider with a caseload of
approximately 700 persons with HIV.
"Absolute numbers don't tell the
story," he said. "But we've had more
continued page15
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continued on page .14•••
Backtalk ••• (from page 3) .
respond not only in outrage, but with an
alternative.
Quoting from the text: "Sexual orienta. tion does not constitute a quality comparable to ·race, ethnic background , etc. , in
respect to non-discrimination. Unlike
these, homosexual orientation is an objecti ve disorder. " If this is the case, the
Vatican should be, if not already, made
· aware that a large percentage of their own
clergy have an "objective disorder "'
P~rsonally, I did not choose to be a gay
man, only I am what I.am. I find the statements of the Vatican hypocritical! In Luke
6:37, Jesus commands us as Christians to
avoid judging and condemning others.
The statement from the Vatican was
prompted by legislation in many American
states which would make discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation illegal. It
was meant to help US Bishops decide how
to respond to gay rights legislation. It is
apparent that this "thorn" in the Vatican's
side is beginning to hurt.
· By the church's hypocrisy, they have
and will continue to drive away thousands
of Christians developing their spiritu al
growth, including myself. I will no longer
enter a Catholic church or offer charity
where I am" not welcomed or respected ·as
the individuan am'. .
However , I have experienced an
opportunity that I would like to share with
my fellow sisters and brothers· where I can
express my faith in a non-discriminating,
welcoming, and affirming manner through
Dignity/Maine in Portland. [Ed. Note: See
Lesbigay Network, published quarterly by
Our Paper, for more information on this
group.]· ·

:

·4

r

As I1·have been taught to reject sin and
Satan, so will I reject persecution and discrimination by the hypocritical Catholic
church in my lifelong journey of faith.
Oil my day of reckoning, God
will be my one and only judge:

· Rick Perry
Scarborough, Maine

·
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T Can't Get Enough Religion
'

'

_Aj

disturbing as the article Vatican
ncourages US . Catholics to
iscrin;iinate, Against G::iy.s and
Lesbians was in. !hat institutional homophobia is alive, and well in the
Congregation for the Doctrine of The Faith,
equally disturbing was the omission of

Linda Btis~ey

C.E.b.T, L.C.P.C. '
. licensed Clinical
Professional Counselor ·

~Individuals
•Couples
•Groups
775-7927

232 St. John St.; Suite 220 .·
:Portlan9, ME 04102 .
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P1abulous PFLAG (page4)
good religiou s news e lsewhere. Two
weeks after this Pronouncement. from the
Vatican, the head of the Episcopal Church
in America, Presiding Bishop Edmond L.
Browning attended what was a first among
giajor denominations in this country .
Celebrating the Eucharist at the 18th annual Integrity Conv.ention in Houston , Texas ,
Bishop Browning exhorted gays and lesbians to ''hang in the.re" and that we were
" ... contributing to the health and we llbeing of the whole church. " The leader of
the Episcopal Church was head and shoulders above .many Episcopal bishops in his
support; he 'was shunned by the Bishop of
Texas who happened to be out of town
during the Integrity Convention. He also
faces a potential schism within the Church
in the form cif the Episcopal Synod, which
is a right-wing anti-gay/ lesbian, anti-female
priest reactionary force whose influence
cannot be ignored.
With a dearth of good, positive news
from our religious leaders , it certainly
would go a long way in focusing on the
positives where we may find them. The
Presiding Bishop 's participation at the
Integrity Convention last month is newsworthy; so let's balance the good along
with the bad where we experience it. And
report it.

· Tom Meyers
Tom Kiefer
Baltimore, Maryland

WANTED!
Sincere ,Gay Men.f9r
Serious Relationships
Hear the voice personal ads, newest first, of
over 1200 sincere gay men in your choice of
over 120 area codes by dialing· . . .

900-776-6966 r.~¢t::.:l~~f.fi
Tone phone is required. You must. be 18
or older. Calls average 1 to ill minutes.
Use our toll free line to register and qptionally record your' own voice petsqnal, free of
charge., R_egistered callers may prepay for
time for' as low as 69¢ per Qliniite to browse
· personals or retrieve voice maif on this line.

, 800-333-6966 7.~f1~8!f
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Check for voice riiail and/or hear free info at:

708-,705-6699.

· When prompted for an ad code enter 554. .
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708-991-0693 3-7 pm est - Palatine, Illinois

is defeated it will be an incr~dible psychological - and actu al - victory . that
doesn 't mean that all homophobia will
end. I think homophobia is a really long
education process. As a teacher I interrupt
homophobic behavior and try to educate
peo·pie. I do believe that once you organize people and raise their consciousness
and get them feeling empowered, you
can't shut that up in a box. So whatever
happens in the outcome, a process has
been started. There are a lot of people
involved now who had never done anything political before. It was on a Holly Near record jacket
cover, "if your feeling despair and demoralized you 're hanging around with the
wrong people. " Looking over the .past
twenty years. When I talk to lesbians my
age about what it was lik e for them ,
there 's been a lot of change since. But
there needs to be more. We are a very
women-hating society. We are a very violent society. We are very hung up about
sex. And when people are insecure they
project all their fears. But there's nothing
like having a kid of your own to confront
your own homophobia. •

Straight&Narrow
(from page 8)
"Yes ..~"

"I need the number for William
Mannville, Attorney at Law."
"O n.e moment please ... I'm sorry.
There is no li stin g for a William
Mannville. "
"WHAT?"
"If you require further assistance, please
stay or;i the line for the next available ... "
Several blocks away Kathryn was
pricing and shelving books while CNN
droned on in the background. She sa.t on
an old milk. crat~ a~ ~he went through the
titles, talj{ing to herself, "Gay American
History.,. non-fiction."
A jingle from .an old sleigh bell hanging upon the door announced customers
into 'the store. Mad Max hopped out of
the window, . let out an indignant meow
and side-swiped the, two men in suits as
he bolted for the apartment upstairs .
Watching Max zip by, Kathryn sa id ,
"Don't mind the cat, he's ·nuts! Feel free
to poke around. If you need any help just ask."•

n the menu:

Christine's Dream

just call me...

afe ·
yes!
Christine's Dream
41 MIDDLE STREET, PORTL_AND
Everybody should have a signature
restaurant, diner, or cafe. A comfortable
place to enjoy breakfast on a quiet
Sunday morning. A hassle-free lunch
break to restore your mid-day senses.
Christine's Dream, Portland's
newest - and soon to be most popular cafe provides both.
From the classic cafe decor to Joan
Armatrading on the CD, Christine's
delivers both vegetarian and non-vegetarian meals that combine a gourmet
touch with a blue collar price. For
those who love breakfast, Christine's has
a breakfast menu that will leave you
smiling at the thought of getting up an
extra hour early to make it in before
work!
The current menu is a mix of
dynamic surprises, comfqrt, foods, and
old favorites, all served with class and
charm.
The pe.rsorial attention and
friendliness make t~eoverall experience
such that you'll never look at another
fast food restaurant the same way again.
It's location - next .door to Cafe Always makes it easy to find, and your odds of
finding a parking space at that end of
Middle Street are in your favor.
In short, Christine's Dream is everything that a good cafe should be. And
an experience well worth cultivating
into your regular routine.

ou,t,.aper SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Subscribe to Maine's
Lesbian and Gay
Newspaper today!
Make check payable to Our Paper
and send to:
Our Paper
ATTN: Subscriptions
PO Box 737 .
Portland:,. ME 04104 ·

Address:
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:___ ZIP:_ __
1 year, S12.00 enclosed
-2 years, $20.00 enclosed
3 years, $30.00 enclosed

News

Maine•Regional•National•Global
infections in the past year th an we've
seen since 1987. It was not a statistically significant increase, but it suggests a trend" toward more seroconversions in young gay men.
u A quarter of the men in our
studies in the last six months were
clearly unsafe" in terms of sexual
behav ior, Mayer said . "The risk is
still there and still ongoing. In '87
and '89 there was a tapering off of
sero c onversion. If we ' re seeirig
relapse into unsafe sex, it's obviously
a source of concern . We want to get
people to change their behavior."
Cities such as Los Angeles ,
Seattle, San Francisco, and New York
are reporting the same thing that is
being seen in Boston, which is a
ground swell in unsafe sex behavior
among those younger than 25 .
One thousand new HIV infections are expected in San Franci sco
in 1992, according to a study conducted by the San Francis c o
Department of Health , released in
February.
" The men currently becoming
infected are increasingly young men
(25 years and under)," the study said.
"These infections, together with new
infections among some older gay and
bisexual men who have relapsed to
unsafe sexual behaviors, represent a
' second wave' ol HIV infection
amo~g gay and bisexual men. "
1 ,•
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SENATE MOVES TO QUASH
D.C. DOMESTIC PARTNERS
r·
...
LAW .

WASHINGTON-The
U.S .
Senate on July 30 approved an
amendment which would effectively
resci.nd the District. of Columbia's
recently: enacted domesti c p~rtner.
ship ordinance.
The move came. after a procedural motion to table. the amendment
from Sen. Trent Lott failed on a 5141 vote . The Lott amendment was
then approved on a voice vote.
The rider, attached to the
District's annual budget, would bar
the local government from using any
of its federal or locally generated tax
dollars to implement its law.
The D.C. law, formally known as
the Health Care Benefits Expansion
Act of 199 2, was passed · by the
District Council and signed by Mayor
Sharon Pratt Kelly in April. The measure allows unmarried same- and
opposite-sex couples to register with
the c_ity as domestic partners.
Partners of District .employ.ees are
offered coverage u·nder~the city's
health insurance program . Private
companies are also offered tax incentives to encourage similar benefits for
their employees.
Saying that he has " not only a
right but a responsibility" to overturn
the l.ocal law, Lott argued that, if
allowed to stand, the measure would
"undermine the family" by encouraging homosexual unions and heterosexual couplings outside of marriage.
"My name is Lott," said the conservative Mississippi lawmaker, "and
there was a Lott in history whose
wife looked back and became a pillar of salt. Do you wonder, or do you

recall what she looked back to see?
She looked back to see a situation
like this law would not only allow,
but promote."
Backers of the law counter that
the measure is not an effort to legalize same-sex marriages, but rather a
good faith effort to extend health
benefits to many uninsured
Washingtonians.
While some local and national
activists backing the law bemoaned
the vote, they did note that the losing
margin is the narrowest loss yet in
the chamber on a gay-related vote
pertaining to the District.
Although a sizable number of
conservative
and · moderate
Democrats back Lott's amendment, a
surprisingly high number of moderate Republicans and Democrats did
join liberals in voting to table the
amendment.
The Republicans included Sens.
Alphonse D ' Amato (NY), Arlen
Specter (PA), Warren B. Rudman
(NH), Willam S. Cohen (ME), Mark
0. Hatfield (OR), and Slade Gorton
(WA), in addition to gay rights bill
co-sponsors Bob Packwood (OR) and
John H. Chaffee (RI) .
The Senate's District appropria- .
tions bill now move~ to a conference
committee where it will be reconciled with the House version of the
bill. Historically, the committee has
killed anti-gay amendments attached
in the House and Senate.

SENATE BILL OFFERED TO
REPEAL MILITARY BAN
WASHINGTON-Sen Howard
Metzenbaum (D-OH) on July 28
introduced to the Senate a bill which
would rescind by act of Congress the
· Pentagon's · longstanding ban on lesbians and gays in-the uniformed ser- ·
vice.
The measure , sponsored by
Metzenbaum and seven of his Senate
colleagues, mirrors a pending House
proposal sponsored by Rep. Patricia
Schroeder (D-CO). The House bill
presently has 70 co-sponsored.
"The Pentagon's prohibition of
· gay men and lesbians serving in the
military is as senseless and cruel
today as it was when it was first conceived 50 years ago," Metzenbaum
said at a Capitol Hill press confer·ence called to announce the measure's introduction.
. Flanked by gay and lesbian veteran '. s and activists., Metzenbaum
denounced the Department of
Defense pol icy as waste of good
members of the service and a waste
of tax dollars.
Pointing to the cases of Navy Lt.
Col. Tracy Thorne and Army Col.
Margarethe Cammermeyer, two
highly commended officers who
were recently separated from the service based on their acknowledgement that they are gay and lesbian,
Metzenbaum insisted that the government was throwing away perfectly good people without just cause.
Lawmakers backing the bi II
called on President Bush to repeal
the contested policy, likening the
action to President Truman's execu-

COLUMBIA PASSES RIGHTS
LAWS

FORMER BOY SCOUT, JAMES
DALE, FILES LAWSUIT
AGAINST NATIONAL GROUP
NEW YORK-James Dale filed
suit July 29 against the Boy Scouts of
America (BSA) and the Monmouth,
New Jersey Boy Scout Council for
discrimination against a young gay
· Eagle Scout. The lawsuit, the first to
be filed under New Jersey's recently
adopted gay civil rights law, is the
latest of several cases across the
country challenging the Boy Scout's
anti-gay discriminatory policy.
Lamb'da Legal Defense and
Education Fund (LLDEF) represents
;n year-old Dale who, while spending more than half his life in the Boy
Scouts, achieved its highest rank
(Eagle Scout), earned thirty merit
badges, and was invited to become
an Assistant Scoutmaster in
Matawan, New Jersey. Dale's twelve
year•involvem'erit with -fh·e ·scouts
came to an abrupt end in 1990,
when a local newspaper ran an article picturing him at a seminar on the
psychological and health needs of
lesbian and gay teenagers. Without
any warr:iing, Dale received a.1.etter
fro111 the Boy Scouis r~vpking his
membe.rship. The letter gave no reason arid did not comply with BSA's
own internal procedures for a fair
hearing. Und~r pressure, the BSA
admitted that it was expelling. Dale,
despite his exempl¥Y performances
as a Scout, simply because he is gay.
"Working in and .for the Scouts
has beer:i a big part of my life ever
since I was eight," said )ames· Dale.
"The Scouts told us not to lie about
who we are and to stand up for what
is right. I am an Eagle Scout and I am
gay, and it is not right to kick me out
because of who I am."
Boy Scouts of America continues
to face growing national pressure to
change its discriminatory policy. In
addition to other lawsuits around the
country, several organizations,
including· Levi-Strauss, the Bay Area
United Way of San Francisco, Wells
Fargo Bank, and the Bank of America
have pulled their funding of the BSA
to protest the ban on gay Scouts .
Organizations sponsoring BSA
troops, including the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations, a
leader in the national Reform Jewish
Movement, and the Unitarian
Universalist Church have urged the
BSA to reverse its policy. Several
school boards have begun closing
their facilities to the Scouts.

COLUMBIA ,
MO-The
Columbia City Council has
passed legislation protecting gays
from discrimination in employment, housing, and other areas .
But a group of religious fundamentalists has started a repeal
campaign that would threaten the
new law.
The St. Louis-based Lesbian
and Gay New-Telegraph reported
that the council took the action
July 20 on a 5-2 vote, marking the
first time that any Missouri jurisdiction has passed such a lawand for the fourth time that it has
come up for consideration before
Columbia officials.
"We had a catharsis. party
after the vote," stated Columbia
Stonewall Coalition member Pam
Cooper, a legislation proponent.
As in numerous other cities,
the Columbia City Council
amended the law to exclude religious organizations , including
churches and church schools .
Nevertheless, a fundamentalist
group known as "Citizen's Alert"
has launched a petition drive to
place a ballot measure on the
November ballot. Like similar
measures in Oregon and
Colorado, the proposed measure
seeks not only to gut the new law
but to prohibit th~ ci,ty from ,
adopting similar legislation in the
future. It's a threat that the II cautiously optimistic" activist told the
News-Telegraph may well be
overcome due in part tq the com. position of the city ' s population ."There's . .. a lot of homophobia in this blue collar town,"
stated. Cooper. However, she said,
because of the presence of the
University of Missouri, "my feeling ·is we · h.ave a signifiq.nt
chance to win this because their
proposal is so outrageous-it's a
radical change."
· · The CA has reportedly been ·
distributinff flyers in Columbiaf stating that more than six of every
10 gay men carry HIV and that
· gay men in general -are "18 times
more likely to have sex with ·
minors."
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PORTLAND AIDS WALK.10/4
ortland Police Chief Michael
Chitwood and City Councilor
Peter O'Donnell have been named
Honorary Co-Chairs of Maine AIDS
Walk '92 in Portland. The 1OK donation walk will begin at the Back Cove
on Sunday, October 4, 1992, at 1:00 ·
p.m. Registration begins at noon at
U.S.M.'s Campus Center.
Local proceeds from the Portland walk
will benefit the AIDS Project, the
People With AIDS Coalition, and the
AILJS Lodging House. Sponsor sheets
are available at all Bookland stores in
Portland, South Portland, Windham,
Saco, Biddeford, Sanford, and Wells; or
by calling the AIDS Project at 774-

P

6877.
Portland is one of nine locations for the
third annual MAINE AIDS WALK, a
state-wide event sponsored by the
Maine AIDS Alliance. Funds raised
benefit the Alliance and the 15 community-based AIDS service organizations of Maine. Other walk locations
are Brunswick, Lewiston, Bridgton,
Rumford,
Camden,
Ellsworth,
Watervi lie, and Bangor. For more
information, contact the Maine AIDS
Alliance at 621-2924.•
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Joanne H. Clarey, Ed.D.
Vivian Wadas, M.A.
(207) 871 0377
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Pet Loss
Therapy

Grief Counseling for
Groups and/or Individuals
Whe'! you've lost that special friend.

CONNIE VALLIERE, MsEd.
Registered Counselor
657-2634
GRAY/PORTLAND
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SAFER SEX AND DRUG USE GUIDELINES
These guidelines are for alJ of us who are making decisions about sexual activity and drug
use in the midst of the AIDS epidemic.
HIV is a virus widely thought to be a cause of AIDS. The highest concentrations of HIV
are fouand in blood and semen, so it's important to avoid any way in which HIV-infected blood
or semen can get from one person's body into another person's bloodstream.
•
Fucking (anal and vaginal) without a condom and sharing needles account for almost all the
documented cases of HIV transmission.
•
Oral sex without a condom or dental dam accounts for a very few documented cases ofHIV
transmission.
•
Other ways of transmitting HIV that have not been documented but which could be
theoretically risky include: fisting, finger fucking, rimming, deep kissing, sharing uncleaned
dildos. The theory here is that any way HIV-infected bodily fluids get from one person into
another involves risk.For example, HIV could be transmitted ifa person with a cut on their hand
fistfucked their partner and caused bleeding in their rectum or vagina.
HOW TO PLAY SAFER
Only you can decide what risks you are willing to take. Some people use safer sex practices
with all their partners. Other people make decisions about the risks they are willing to take based
on theirowri and their partners' sexual and drug use history and/or HIV status. People also make
decisions based on how comfortable they feel negotiating safer sex in any particular situation.
If you and your partner have not talked about past practices and/or HIV status, don't make
assumptions. (For example, many lesbians have had unprotected intercourse with a-man in the
last ten years.)
•
Use a condom when fucking. On the condoms, use water-based lubricants like KY. Oilbased lubricants like Crisco, Vaseline, and baby oil may make condoms break.
•
Use a condom when sucking dick if your partner is going to come in your mouth. IfHIVinfected cum or pre-cum gets in your mouth, it may get in your bloodstream through cuts in your
gums or sores in your mouth.
•
Use dental dams (latex squares) when going down on a woman if she is having her period
or has a vaginal infection. Menstrual blood and secretions from vaginal infections have more
HIV than healthy vaginal secretions or urine. No information has been gathered about the
concentration of HIV in "female ejaculate."
•
Use latex gloves for fisting or finger-fucking if you have any sores or cuts on your hands.
•
Keep semen and blood (including menstrual blood and blood drawn from piercing, cutting,
or shaving) out of your vagina, anus, mouth, or breaks in your skin.
•
If you share dildos, vibrators, or other sex toys, use a new condom each time, or clean toys
with hydrogen peroxide or soap and water.
•
Alternative insemination may put you at risk. Discuss this risk with potential donors or
sperm banks.
•
Massage, hugging, dirty talk, role-playing, masturbation (solo, with a part;ner, in a group)
and other activities that don't let blood or semen into your bloodstream are safe ..
•
Alcohol, poppers, or other drugs may lower your ability to make good decisions. Many
people have reported that they have been unable to maintain safer sex practices after getting
high.
•
Good nutrition, lots of rest, exercise, and non-abuse of alcohol and oi:her drugs may help
you fight all illnesses, including AIDS.
,., , • • ii ~. { , , ,.,,,__,, .Hi
INTMVENOUS DRUG USE
•
Don't share work (needles, syringes, droppers, spoons, cottons, or cookers)!
•
Ifyou qmst share or re-use works, clean them before and after each injection as follows: dip
the needle and works into bleach, draw up and release three times, dip needle and works into
fresh water, draw up and release three times. In an emergency, rubbing alcohol or vodka can be
used instead of bleach, or you tan boil works that aren't plastic in water for at least 15 minutes'.
(Use a fresh solution each time you cleah your works.)

MAINE RESOURCE NUMBERS
AIDS Line: 207/775-1267 or 800/851-AIDS
AIDS Project, The:
Portland, ME, 207/774-6877
AIDS Support Group: Bath, ME, 207/725-4955
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coali,tion: Lewiston, ME, 207/795-4-029
AugustaAreaHIV+ Support Group: Gardiner,ME, 2071777-1701 (Steve)or207/371-2147
(Cecilia)
Down East AIDS Network (DEAN): Blue Hill, ME, 207 /326-8580 (fracy)
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC): New York, NY, 212/807-6655
Maine Health Foundation: Portland, ME, 207/773-3564
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services: Brunswick, ME, 207/725-4955
National AIDS Hotline: 800/342-7514
National Minoricy AIDS Council (NMAC): Washington, DC, 202/544-1076
Rumford/Mexico Area AIDS Support Group: 207 /369-02 59
Support Group for Women with AIDS, ARC, or who are HIV+: Portland, ME, 207 /7746877
Waldo/Knox AIDS Coalition: PO Box 956, Belfast, ME, 04915, 207/338-1427
Women's AIDS Network: San Francisco, CA, 415/864-4376
As the AIDS epidemic continues, it's up to each of us to act responsibly.

. We~ a group qt therapists who·speciallze in individual therapy,

.. couples counselltig/ addictions, co-dependency, 'ACOA and ·

alcohol-related issues.
You are a lesbian oi a gay man who wants to work on emotional,
sexual or relationship i$Sues in a safe environment.

Call us. We:ai'e ~Jo help. Insurance
· reimbursable by most companies.
·

For further Information: (207) 729-8727

-\

8Slonwood5neef; P.O. Box 186. ~ . ME04011-0186(207)729-8727
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HOMESTEAD
Bed & Breakfast

; · ·PO Box 508 •
.. '',':'IIW1<·

Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
207 288-9041
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12 MISCELLANEOUS
L/A AREA BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
- Maybe you could become a buyer,
partner, or employee . Computerized
office, fully equipped, no time . Good
potential. Call 225-3956 or write P.O.
Box 552, Auburn , ME 04212-0552 .
(PA9)

16 APARTMENT TO
SHARE OR RENT
HALLOWELL-27 year old GM seeks
responsible N/S person to share apartment on Route 201 . $200/mo ;
includes all. Available immediately
thru January. 623-8717 , leave message. (PA 11)
NON-SMOKING LESBIAN with cat
and half a dog looking for responsible
roommate to share house in rural or
suburban setting within half an hour
from Portland. Phone : 941-9511
(Days) or 567-3777 (Eves). (PA9)
ROOMATE(S) WANTED. GM, 35,
looking for 1 or 2 GMs to share apartment in Portland. Non-drinker. Easygoing professional..: Moving to city
mid-fall. Call 1-235-2305 (nights.)
; ROOM FOR RENT in upper middle' class neighborhood home with private
· bath, kitchen & laundry priviledges.
Female non-smoker, sober. Minimum
of 6 month lease. $400 includes utilities and cable. Available immediately.
885- till 9 p.m ..
TWO GAY MEN seeking 3rd responsible roommate to share house in the
Bath area. Semi-rural, partial wood
heat. $250/mo. + share utilities. Call
443-1211 .
TRAILER TO SHARE in Greene.
Private, Quiet, C9untry location. 20
minutes from Lewiston. $100
includes utilities. Call after noon 9462054- Mike.

Our\itaper
Classfied Advertising

All classifieds must be prepaid prior to
publication. Our Paper accepts no liability for
any reason for its failure to print an ad, or for
any errors appearing beyond the cost of the
advertisement. Our Paper reserves the right
to edit or reject any ad.
.
Send completed form to:
Our Paper• Classified Ad Department
PO Box 737 • Portland, ME 04104

ROOMMATE SOUGHT. Responsible
non-smoker to share sunny, spacious
3 bedroom apt. off Brighton Ave, with
GM and 2 dogs. Off street parking,
washer/dryer. $175/mo + 1/2 utilities.
Available Sept. 7, Call 761-4426.

NON-SMOKING LESBIAN wanted to
share our Falmouth country home:
fireplace, outdoor hot tub, acres of
beauty and tranquility. A 20 minute
drive to Portland . We are a lesbian
couple, many interests including our
family of 2 dogs & rabbit. Optional
furnishing for bedroom. $290/mo. +
utilities. 781-4747 before 10:00 p.m ..
ROOMMATE NEEDED- GM seeks
quiet non-smoker to share 2br condo
in So. Portland. $300 + 1/2 utilities.·
Includes reserved off-street parking,
storage, washer/dryer in unit. Very
convenient to Portland. Call 7995023 .
LARGE HOUSE to share in
Norway/Paris area. Bi-male seeks
housemate, must be straight acting &
appearing. $60/week + 1/2 utilities.
No kids, No pets. Smokers okay!!
Write : Occupant c/o P.O. Box 141, .
Norway, Me 04268 .

20 FEMALE PERSONALS
LOVELY WOMAN, DO YOU
WANNA DANCE WITH ME? I'm an
amiable LF in my 40s looking for a
sincere companion. Phone # please.
Write to : Advertiser # 902, c/o Our
Paper, P.O . Box 737, Portland, ME
04104.(PA11)
WANTED: PERSON(S) IN BANGOR
AREA TO PLAY ROLE PLAYING
GAMES with open-minded lesbian :
couple .
Looking
for
lasting
friendship(s) with tolerant person(s) .
Must be accepting of M/F' TS in (transi- .
tion) . New gamers welcome . Will
answer all serious responses. Write to:
Advertiser # 903, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
~ox 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA10)

HAPPY-GO-LUCKY, FUN-LOVING
M.D.I. LESBIAN , age 47, seeks hiking,
kayaking, skiing, snow-shoeing, loving
companion . Grumpy, gloomy, heavyhearted women need not reply. Write
to: Advertiser # 907, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
(PA10)
LESBIAN -40- ISLAND WOMAN of
Hancock County. Likes romantic
music, movies and taking walks . I'm
looking for a lesbian who lives life
sober and does,'t smoke. Someone
who likes to communicate, is .sensitive
to others and who is searching for a
faithful friend and lover. Send
response to Advertiser #401 c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104.

21 MALE PERSONALS
GENUINE PAINTER NEEDS MODEL
AND MORE-AMOUR! No other preconceptions. The future : Art. Write to
Advertiser# 900, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA 10)
HURRY, I WANT A HUSBAND FOR
THE HOU DAYS. GWM, 37, trim,
good looking, professional sexually
versatile; romantic,. but not hopeless .
Seeks commitment, not dependence;
mind important, but so are looks .
Photo and phone to: Advertiser# 901 ,
c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104 . (PA 11)
LOVER: YOUR RELATIONSHIP'S
GETTING HOHUM? But you don ' t
want to leave him? I am healthy, sensual, and muscular. I like romantic
dinners, dancing, travel to interesting
places, even camping in nature. There
will be no strings attached and discretion assured . I prefer no excesses
including drugs, alcohol , or weight.
Write to : Advertiser # 904, c/o O'ur
Paper, P.O. Box 737 , Portland, ME
04104. (PA10)

PROFESSIONAL GWM, 29 YO, 5'7",
130
LBS.
seeking
Bl/GM,
muscular/healthy professional, 28-40
y/o for relationship. Photo nice; not
required . Write to : Advertiser # 905,
c/o Our Paper, P.O . Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA 10)
GWM, 30+, MOUSTACHE, TALL
THIN. Enjoys outdoors, old movies,
quiet dinners. Seeking man to share
life and love. How about you? Photo?
Seriou~ replies only! No flamers, fats,
or druggies. Write to: Advertiser #
906, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA 10)
LIVE I~ SLAVES (18-36). Share house
expenses. Domestic and personal service . Lt B&D and kinky and (some
. Rugg ratts!): Call Master Ron (9-11
a.m.) any day at 207-439-4680. Just
Do It: NOW! (P¥l 93)
GWM, 36, 6", 210_LBS, SENSITIVE,
QUIET,
SUBMISSIVE,
BOOKWORMISH , INEXPERIENCED. Seeking
younger males, any race. Prefer slim,
quiet types, but willing to meet anyone who is not too choosy. Am willing
to experiment with various forms of
sex play . Write to B.H., P.O . Box
5361, Station A, Portland, ME 04102
(PA 11)
SOUTHERN BOY SEEKS TWISTED
TOP FOR UNUSUAL ESCAPADES IN
THE BEDROOM. I' m 6"-0" , 175,
hairy, bearded, good looking 29 yr
old. You: 21 to 40, built solid, good
looking; & kinky. ci1( 443-1582 or
write: P.O. Box 1305-13 L Brunswick,
ME 04011. (.PA 11)
GWM, 30, 6''1 ", 170 LBS., ATTRACTIVE, CONSERVATIVE, . seeks men
2T> 3.5-ish, Old Town to Lincolnville.
Interested in dating and what may
evolve thereafter. Boxholder, P.O. Box
301, Orono, ME 04473 . (:PA 10)

'
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21 MALE PERSONALS

\..~~

GENTLE Middle-aged man looking for
same. Professional, 55, 5'9", 170, silver/bl. seeks friendship and hopefully
more. I am f-a/p, g-p. Bucksport/Blue
Hill area. Send response to Advertiser
#501 c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104.

GWM, 30s, moustache, attractive,
truthful. "Anti-bar/universal setting."
__ -E.nj.oys jogging,_ l}.ature, etc. Desi res
Iifemate; clean, sensitive,-compassion- ate. Let's share interests. Photo? Write
to Advertiser # 801, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.
·(PA10)
INCURRABLE
ROMANTIC
1
11
Professional, 46, GWM, 5 8 , 145,
attractive, straight-acting, healthy,
secure, affectionate, seeks same for
friendship, possibly leading to honest,
monogamous relationship. Write to
Advertiser # 802, c/o Our Paper; P.O.
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA 10)

GWM 39, 5'7", 160, likes outdors,
camping, hiking, theater, art(s), beach,
seeks GWM/Bi, 25-43 , with similar
interests and more for friendship and
fun. No smokers/drugs. Send response
to Advertiser #502, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104.

MASTER, 49 - SEEKS YOUNG, 21PL US TRIM SLAVES for serious
S&M/B&D sessions in well-equipped
dungeon. Other tops welcome also.
Serious only! Roger, P.O. Box 1169,
Sanford, ME 04073 (PA 10)

SEEK INFO ON MR. GAY MAINE
HANDSOME GWM - 42 yrs. old.
CONTESTS OR PAGEANTS OUT OF
Financially and mentally stable. Seeks
PORTLAND . Limelight? Underground?
18 to 30 yrs. old G/Bi male to share
If you have any info, pix, video, memmy assets with. Must be healthy and
orabilia, etc., would like to hear from
built jock type. Please send photo with
you . Especially interested in years
- ~esponse. Resident, P:d . -BoYTU27J; - - - · - 198--5-1-990__Wjl L.pay for J~ix,_video.
Portland, ME 04104.
Write to Advertiser # 409, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME
04104. (PA9)
COMPATABLE GM MATE! sought by
GWM 50's. I'm adventuresome,
89 GAY MALES (18-26): $1.00 with
secure, healthy, loving, sexual, hardfree REMDATE listing (Decode@ .75
working, blue collar, into travel, arts,
ea.). Call Ron at (207) 439-4680 (9-11
outdoors, antiques, history, etc., seek
a.m ., any day). (PA9)
similar or younger. Ron, P.O. Box

STRAIGHT-ACTING GWM, 25, seeks
younger trim, fit bi or GWM for friendship and outdoor activities. No fems or
heavys, please. Write to Advertiser #
803, c/o Our Paper, P.O . Box 737,
Portland, ME 04104. (PA10)

1169, Sanford, ME 04073.
SORE MUSCLES FROM WORKING
OUT? Call for a massage from a GWM
to help you feel like yourself again .
Call 795-0984, ask for Alan. Hours
7:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m..
·

GWM, 37, 5'8", BR, BLUE, SEEKING
MASCULINE GUY around same age to
go bowling one night a week . and
dancing one weekend night. I have the
care of sick parents and other responsibi I ities and I need leisure time. A
photo would be nice. Write to
Advertiser # 707, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box ·737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA9)

GWM, OUTGOING< ATHLETIC,
ADVENTUROUS, ATIRACTIVE,
YOUNG 40, enjoys x-skiing, hiking,
quiet times, conversation . Looking for
similar man who is masculine, secure
and comfortable with himself. Call
288-9963 and leave a message.

29 RESTAURANTS
THE GOOD EGG CAFE, now at
Alberta's, Portland, Maine · 207-7730801 . "Portland's best breakfast,"
CBW 1991 Reader's Poll..
KATAHDIN, Spring & High Street,
Portland . (207) 774-1740. Mon.n,urs.: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m. Fri. and Sat. : 5
p.m. - 11 p.m. Bring yourself, your
partner, your friends, and the family but most of all bring your· appetite.
You'll need it at Katahdin , Portland's
favorite new restaurant.

GWM, 31, 5'10", 165lbs., brown
hair, blue eyes. Looking for similar
type for occasional get togethers. Not
looking for a serious relationship, but
want someone to play with once in a
while. Write me with your interests,
photo? Let's give each other a hand .
P.O. Box 1607, Saco, ME 04072

@ow., AS "iou MiGHT ALREji,.DY
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30 HOTELS/INNS/VACATION RENTALS
HIGHLANDS INN - A LESBIAN PARADISE! Charming 20-room inn on 100
scenic mountain acres . Heated poo!,
hot tub , hiking/skiing trails , yummy
breakfasts, peace and privacy . Box
1180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574 (603)
869-3978.
Grace,
Innkeeper .
(PAl 292)
FOR RENT: SECLUDED CAMP IN
WOOLRIE:H. Quiet; pool available .
No smoking, no pets, no drugs/alcohol. For details call 442-7f>76 . (PA9)
38 REAL ESTATE
DOWNEAST MAINE: Small cottage
on woman-owned working farm producing mohair and organic vegetable~. Beautiful remote, unspoiled
Cobscook Bay. B & B or weekly
rental. Brochure, reservations call
(207) 726-5807.

41 AIDS/HIV COUNSELING
PWA COALITION OF MAINE 337
Portland.
Ave .,
Cumberland
773-8500.
THE NAMES PROJECT P.O. Box
4319, Portland. 774-2198.
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS
SUPPORT GROUP c/o Community
Aids Awareness Program, (207)
369-0259. Group meets Monday
evenings
at
the
Mexico
Congregational Church (the " Green
Church ") from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
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46 POLITICAL GROUPS

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND
TESTING . Voluntary-Anonymous-Low
Cost. The AIDS Project offers trained
. counselors to answer your questions
and address concerns about possible
infection
with
Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To
schedule a counseling session call
(207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m.
to noon and 1 :00 p.m . to 5:00 p.m .;
Monday and Wednesday evenings
between 6:00 p .m. to 9 :00 p .m.
NOTE: Counseling and testing is done
by appointment only.

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL
ALLIANCE, P.O. Box 232, Hallowell,
ME 04347 . We're working for
change .. . You can make it happen!

49 ATTORNEYS/LAW
MILES

D.

FRIEDEN,

BRENDA

BUCHANAN Legal Services for Our
Community. PO Box 331 Mt. Ephraim
Rd., Searsport, ME 04974 .
(207) 548-6689.

44 CLUBS/BARS

66 COUNSELING

SPORTMAN'S ATHLETIC CLUB, 2
TOWARD A MORE POSITIVE GAY

Bates Street, L:ewiston, Maine 04240.
Second Floor Balcony Bar and Dance
Floor (207) 2251.

IDENTITY - A support group for gay
men, stressing self-affirmation and personal growth . Monday, 10:30 a.m. noon. For more information call 8703363. (PA9)

PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street,
Augusta, Maine, Tuesday-Saturday,
7-1 (207) 623-4041.

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street,
Portland. (207) 773-3315.

BLACKSTONE'S, 6 Pine Street,
Portland . (207) 772-9244.

SIDETRAXX, 34 Temple Street,

./

Waterville, ME .:(207) 873-5610. Open
Wednesday - Sunday, 8:00 p.m.-1 :00
a.m. A non-discriminatory bar.

Ongoing lesbian therapy group
accepting new members. Meets
Tuesday evenings 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
$70/monthly. Co-led by Lisa Bussey,
MA, CEDT, and Rachel Sager, MA .
Individual and coup.les counseling
also available. Confidentiality
respects.Call 77 5-7927.

BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCI-

Street, Ban gor, Maine 04401. (207)
947-1213. Wednesday-Sunday 7:00
p.m .-1 :00 a.m.

ATES OF MAINE announcing groups
with openings for gay men dealing
with co-dependency, ACOA, sexual
abuse and addiction issues; men and
women dealing with sex and love
addiction issues. 8 Stanwood Street,
P.O. Box 186 , Brunswick , Maine
04011-0186. (207) 729-8727.

THE CHART ROOM SALOON, 117

PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LES-

Spring Street,
774-9262.

BIANS AND GAYS (PFLAG) P.O. Box
2080, Great Island, Brunswick, ME
04011 .
(207) 729-9843, (207)
729-0519 .

MIKE'S PLACE, 1425 Lisbon Street,
Lewiston. (207) 779-1009 .

THE RIVERFRONT, 123 Franklin

Portland .

(207)

SABATOS, 29 Forest Avenue (behind
Zootz), Portland, ME 04101.

II

e

WOMEN SURVIVORS DISCUSSION
GROUP An on-going, open and facilitated weekly women survivors discussion group for adult women survivors
of childhood sexual abuse/incest is
now forming at WOMENSPACE
COUNSELING CENTER in Portland.
Suggested sliding scale fee is $7 - $10
per group meeting. For more information cal.I Vivian Wadas, M .A. at
871-0377_

Lesbian Therapy Group forming in
Lewiston. Twelve sessions beginning
Wednesday, October 21st, 3 :30 - 5 :00
p.m .. Insurance re-imbwsable. For
information call: Norma Krause Ewle,
LCSW at 784-8747 or Rheatha Forster,
Expressive Therapist at 784-7127.

67 MAIL ORDER

Feature Stories.
News.
Interviews.
Calendar of Events.
Columns.
Lesbigay Network.
Classifteds.
Personal Ads.
YOU CCII find if al in

Our~aper
and you CCII find Our Pc,er at
65 locations throughout Mcine.
Below is a samplng:

SAVE BIG MONEY-Buy from home
thru Mercantile CoOp. Thousands of
items. UPS delivered. FREE DETAILS.
Cooperative, Dept. BOC, Box 6638,
Portland, ME 04101
/

68 JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Experienced Club DJ needed. High
energy dance, beat mixing, own
music, One + nights per week, salary
negotiable. Apply at The Riverfront,
947-1213.

69 PHONE
SERVICES
,
-·
CONNECTIONS U.S.A. - Talking
Personals ,
'1-900-407-3900
($2/ minute). Thousands of voice ads.
Dozens of categories. Hot dates and
friends. Phone numbers or Voicemail.
Why settle for less? Meet Americans or
Canadians,
1-800-669-DA TE.
($2/minute + .50 service charge per
call.) Touch-Tone phone required;
have your VISNMC ready.

Statewide
Every Bookland
University of Maine campuses

Bangor
Pro Libris Books
Lippincott Books
·Boothbay Harbor
Enchantments
O'Henry's

Portland
Drop Me A Line Card Shop
Videoport
Green Mountain Coffee Shop
Woodford's Cafe
The Goodday Market
Portland Public Library
Portland Green Grocer
The Whole Grocer
Waterville
Railroad Square Cinema
Colby College
Elsewhere
Blue Hill - The Left Banque
Brunswick - Bowdoin College
Caribou - Northern Lambda Nord
Dexter - The Brewster Inn
Lewiston - Bates College
Damariscotta - Laughing Moon

70 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Your KEY to $uccess! MERCHANDl$E WHOLESALING . 3000 items.
UPS delivered . Free Details. Write :
Wholesalin g, Dept 821 W , Box 6638,
Portland, ME 04101
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McDonald's

no cover for an!:J event~!
• OPEN 1pm - ,am, 7 ll4YS A WEEK •

• STRIP SHOWS •

• LAZER KARAOKE on Mondays •

• OUTDOOR PATIO •

• LNE ENTERTAINMENT •
Bands, SOio Artists, Comedians

• POOL TABLE •

• DJ /Mixed Music} •

served 1pm - spm

Thursday, Friday, 5aturday, 5unclay

• DRAG SHOWS •

• LITEFOOD •

Maine·~ ~otte~t New .B ar!
1425

LISBON

STREET

•

LEWISTON,

ME

04240

•

777-1009

'11li.U Iris Proauctions, Inc.
Presents
JUSTINA and JOYCE &

Nurudafina

Saturday, October 17, 1992
8:00p.m.
Luther Bonney Auditorium -er USM - Portland Campus
Ticket Outlets: Amadeus Music and Walkabout in Portland, Macbeans Music in
Brunswick, JKS Copyprinters in Belfast, Rock Bottom Records in Portsmouth

~oo

In Advance

IJ

Wild Iris Productions, Inc. + P.O. Box 17 + West Buxton, ME 04093
(207) 247-3461 or (207) 929-3866

6,

GENERAL ADMISSION

mm

Day Of Show

DRUMMING WORKSHOP
Nurudafina will be conducting a three-hour drumming workshop on Sunday, October 18th
from 12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m., in West Buxton. This workshop is open to all, whether you've
never touched a drum in your life or you're an experienced drummer. Space is limited to 25, so
if you're interested, sign-up now! If you attend the concert as well as the workshop you will
receive a $5.00 discount on your admission to the workshop, ($20.00 vs. $25.00). Directions to
the workshop site will be sent to you upon receipt of your workshop ticket order form. If you
would like more information or have any questions, please feel free to call us at 929-3866
(Rita) or 247-3461 (Beth).

'Wifa Iris Proauctions, Inc. Presents

Deidre McCalla

Advertising Rates & Sizes
Business card (vertical) $35
Business card (horiz.) $45
11

1/8 pg.

$60
11

(5 wide x 3 1/2 tall, or 2 3/8 wide x 7 11 tall)

1/4 pg.

11
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DEIDRE McCALLA
Saturday, November 21, 1992 - 8:00 p.m.
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First Parish Church+ 425 Congress Street• Portland, Maine
\...I Ticket Outlets: Amadeus Music and Walkabout- Portland, Macbeans
Music - Brunswick, JKS Copyprinters - Belfast, Rock Bottom Records - Portsmouth
Wild Iris Productions, Inc. • P.O. Box 17
West Buxton, ME 04093 (207) 247-3461 or (207) 929-3866
$13.00
$11.50
GENERAL ADMISSION
In Advance
Day Of Show
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11

$110

(5 wide x 7 tall, or 2 3/8 wide x 13 3/4 11 tall)
11

1/2 pg.
11
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11

(10 1/2 wide x 7 tall, or 5 wide x 13 3/4 11 tall)
11

Full Page

$41 O
11
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